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sm!:.MARY 
Fatigue tests . have been co~d~cted to determine the eff~ct 
of bolt fit upon tte lifptimc of lap jo~hts of 24S-T Alclad. 
sheet of various t ic~nesse~ joined by steel bolts and 
designed f0r sheet failure under repe2ted loadin~. 
Tests have been run in tension-tension and in tension-
comp~ession on specimQn~ j0ined by one bolt and on speoimens 
joined by several bolts having, fer anyone specimen, uniform 
fit. Bolt fit has been varied ircm a "press fit" to a 
It s I c ~ p y fit. I: 0 the J." \r:. ria b 1 e s h a v e bee n e JC am in", db:" i e fly. 
to deterilline their p03 s ible importance. 
The most outsta,ndin-g" resul·t _is the relative unimycrtance 
of bolt fit. ·It appears. thR~ bolt fit has no pronouncpd 
i n f lou. ~ nee on .j oint 1 if. e tim e u. n d e r un 1 d i Tee t ion a I loading. 
The direct inflaence of bolt fit on lifetine under reversed 
loading also seems to ~e sliCht. N~ile7 from tnese tests) 
bolt fit does not appear t6 influence fati~ue strength, it 
should be emphasi:>:ed that locse-fittinf.: bolts permit 
:.'0jooticnu.ble slip and joint deflection a.nd C.re undesirable, 
especia. l ly for joints undor reversed loadi ~f . 
It hes been observed that the use of two or more bolts 
in line with the load increases the !Rtig~e strengt~, but 
not in proportion to the number of bolts used. 
It has been observed that, for a given bolt diailleter 
and a gi7en bolt pattern , the fntigue strength of bolted 
lap joints doeD not increase in propertion to the sheet 
gage used . 
J 
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These conclusions should be limited, f or multibolt 
specicens , to cases wnare all bolts in any specime n have 
the s am a fit . 
IN".'RO:JUCTION 
Data have been re portea on the fatigue properties of 
steel nl ~tGn joi~ed by steel rive ts ~nd cn the properties 
of sheEts of light-IDe~al alloys joined by aluminum-alloy 
r i ve t s. (S e e , f 0 :!" e Yo am p Ie, r ef e "C' e T, c e" 1 a :1 d ?,) Howe v e r , 
li tt le information is ava il ab le c oncerning the [gtigue 
properties of sheets of li ~ht-m eta l al l oys joined by h~rd 
s teel bolts . This r en~ rt presents the results of an investi-
gation on the bBhavior, t:nder rE" }Jeated.. l oading l of bo lted 
lap j o i nt s of 2 4S-T Al c laC she et material s. 
The main objectives of the i nvestigat ion have be e n to 
find out to wha t extent the fatigue streng th of bolted lap 
joints is affected by such factors as : bolt fit , n~mber an d 
arran gement of bolts , and s he et gage (for a given bo lt 
diame te r) . "F a ti gu e stren ~tn " here mean s the l oad su s ta.ined 
to complete fracture at s oa e lifetime under t ension-tension 
(at R ~ m ~nimum/maximum lo ad = +0.25) or under tension-
compre ssion (at R = 0 . 50). 
rhe i~ po r ta~t factor of bo_t fit has been e7 a~in ed by 
testin g otherwise similar s pecimens with bolt hole s of 
different cl earance s . Nominal cl e~rgnces of -0.001, +O.OO~, 
+0.010, and + 0 . 0?5 inch have been use d . It ha s been a m~jor 
objec tive to learn wh ethe r extremely close bolt fits are 
needed to obtain maximum life of bolt joints unde r r epeated 
stresseG . 
Several t ype s of bo lt patte r ns h a ve been tested : single-
bolt specimens , specimens with two bolts i n line wit h the 
load, spe ci mens wi t h three bolts in li ne wit h th e load, 
specimens with a si ng le row of three bolts , specimene with 
t wo r ows of three bolts each, and specim ens with thre e rows 
of t hree bolts each. In gen eral , all bolts , in any r.1Ulti-
bolt j o int , h~d the same fit . Ne a rly all teRt pieces were 
jOined with 3 /8-i n ch-diamete r ste el bo lts of ~ i rcraft 
quality (ANS). The unt hreaded leng th of the b o l t s was such 
that the bearing wa s on the s mooth s hank of the bolt, 
Specixen s of O ,l O~-, ~nu . ~5 G-inch s heet have been 
tested bo t h at the Batt e lle K e~or ial Institute and at th e 
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University 0f Illinois and, thus , ~er~it c07.~ariscn of 
results obtained on different mach~n€s ~nc i~ different 
laboratories . Specimens of intermediate s~eet thic~nesses 
(0 . 125, 0 . 156 , and 0 . 187 in . ) have been teoted ~nly at the 
Battelle Mem0rial Institute ; while speci~ens 0f 0.375-inch 
sheet have been tested only at the Universit~ 0f Illinois. 
About 950 specire~o ~ere used in t~e invostigation. 
~he greatest number for anyone sheet ~afe pas 400 for the 
0 . 102- inch she~t . Fairly extensive tests vere made f0r tv~ 
other sheet g~ges (0 . 1 ~ 7 and 0 . 375 in . ), ard fAwer tests 
fo r sheets of tLe other thickness. 
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This investigation, perf0rrred j~intly by the E~ttelle 
Memorial Institute and by the Univ e rsity of Illinoiq, WRS 
S'Donsored by , and conducted. 1" ith the fin<>nci"l assist nce of, 
the National Advisory COIDrittpe for 'eronaltic 
MATERIALS AND TEST KETEO~S 
Haterials 
Sheets of 24S- T Alclsd , e~ch ~ by 12 ~ee~, vere ~~tained 
from the Alu~inum Comnany of ArrericR. ~a~le 1 gi7es some 
measured. T:"IBct.anic'J.l pronerties of tre s'_eet materials and 
indicates that these were within stR~dard val~es. In all 
cases, pieces used for the bolted lqp- j o~nt test snecimens 
were cut in the direction of r011i~g. 
F~r the Dost part , the bolts used vera hexag onRl-headed 
3/B- inch-dianeter steel bolts of aircrRft q~ality (AN6-6, 
AN6- 7 , a~d AN6-11) . One lot (of AN6-11) tad notably less 
taper in the ~nthreaded shank (about 0.0002-in. ch~nge in 
diameter tl) ;.!ithin 1/32 in . of the bolt heA,d), and these 
bolts ~ere used rather extensively , Further detailn of 
bolts used in Dnecial cases are given i~ the text. 
Test Pieces 
Figure I sho~s the suecificRtions cf the test secti0ns 
o f s p e c i i~ , ens \> ' i t h va r i ~ usb a 1 t pat t E'r n:3 . T est pie c (' s ~ s '" d 
at both laborRtories had id~nticAl test sections, ~nd differed 
only in the lenpth of the reduc2d snctior a~d ir dptpils of 
grip ends . These det~ils Rrp ~ascribed in the R~n e ndix e s. 
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T~~le 2 shows tyrica 1 tole arcas used in fitting the 
bolts , r~o vql ues quoted represe nt measu~ements on ~bout 
150 actual t6st pieces. 
Eycept in a few irsta~ces. specifically nated in t he 
text , th e initial bolt torr ue was rom 105 to 110 inch-
pounds cn e8,ch bolt. This value is \ ithin the range 
reco mnend0 for these bolts, ( ee refere::1ce 3.) 
Table;) gives v "L lues of st:dic-fail',lI'3 lO3.ds for test 
pieces of the t ype u ~ed in the fatigue tests . I t may 1e 
noted that: 
1 . There is no certain evidence o f an eff ect of bolt 
fit upon ctati stren~th. 
2 . In~reasing t~e nu~bcr 0 bolts in the direction of 
loading increauos the JOint strength (up to 
three bolte) bu~ decraase~ t he l oad p e r bol t . 
3 . T~e stati~-fpilure lord for a given type of specimen 
increa,se. witn i!l~r3a1"i!J6 sheat gage . 
Figure 2 ShOW3 typic~ l sheet f~ilures of single-bolt specimens 
broK3n in static tests. TLese 2. r2 similpr to fAilures repurte d 
fer pin· ,bearing teo ts of aluminum-alloy sheets (reference 4') . 
Figure 3 shows static failures of some multibolt specimens . 
Machines ~nd Testing Methoda 
Details of the testing mach ines and methods used in this 
investig~ticn are given in t~e appendixes. Only brief gum-
~arieJ a~e i n :luded here . 
Fatip,'ue tests at t :.e 13e.t tel1e 14emorlal Insti"cute we::-e 
made on Krouse . Dir8ct RepE.aced-Stres3 I~a0hincu of t'IO 
capaciti;:)s : (1) 4 000--POUld machin3s run'1ing: at 1 500 cycles 
per Qinu~e, and (8) lO,OOC-poa_d mahines running at 120e 
cycle s pc minute ~oc~asi)nal ly at 600 cpm). ~oRds were 
corrected for dyna~ic iU9rt ial effects ald wer e set hud 
mailit~ined to about ~3 p e rc ent . 
:BOor the 0, 1()2- -:~!1ch sheet specli1ens tested at t he Unive r-
sity of Illinois, three ;\loore-Kro1.lbe tension-corr:pression 
machineo 'Te re uS8d. Each hal a lo ad capacity of 3200 pounds . 
Some tests were run at 1 000 c:/cles per minute , but most test s 
at 60C c:J-c1es per minute . 
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T1r'O t:;Tpes (')f machines "'ere used in thf! test::; of .ioints 
in 0 . 250-inc h sheet an~ joints in 0.37S-inch shoet. One is 
a direct-acting machine of 15.00~-~ound cRp~city and wa~ 
onerated at about 600 cycles per ~inute. The other is a 
lever-type machine and ran at approximately 3CO cycles nar 
minute . Special precautio~s were taken t~ minimize flexure 
of t he test niece . 
Details nf ~ripning and loading specimens are alRo given 
in the apnendixes. There ~dre no part~cular dif!iculties 
concerned in tension-tension test. In revorsed-l~ading 
tests, precautions "'ere ta}:en to mini~ize bending stresses 
during the compression part of the cycle. T~o general 
schemes were used: 
1 . All specimens of 0 .1 02- inch gh~et t?qt ~ d at the 
University of I~linois ~ere constrained frnm 
bending bv gl:id?: -plates. I'fost of th'" O.102-inch 
sheet specimens, and S0me sredi~ens of thicker 
gAge, testAd at the Battell o Ve~oria! Institute, 
were s i milarly constraine~. 
2. Spe c imens of thickor sheet were generall~ tpstp~ 
"'ith short 1.:nsupT'Qrt:=-d lenrtr:s, or "'pre sunported 
lat era.lly v'ith rods normal to s"")ecimen and con-
taining a rlate fulc~l:rn at eRch end, Pg s:own in 
:ig~res 60 and 61 . 
The guide - plate method was adapted fro~ th~t ~eveloped at 
the National Bureau of Standards (reference 5) . Sn~e d~ta, 
taken on similar snecimens by both methods, agrge ~ithin 
the precisi0n of testing . (See Anpendix 1.) 
lATIGUE TiST RSSrLTS FOR BOLTED LAP JOIFTS 
IN UEIDIRECTIOTAL iOADI~G 
Joints in 0 . 102- Inch Sheet 
Tables 4 , 5 , 6 , and 7 and figures 4 and 5 st0~ the results 
of f a.t i gue tests (a.t R = ~inimum IOA.d!r.,axi r ur.: 1 R.d = +0.25) made 
at t he Battelle ~emorial Institute on speci~ens of 0.102-inch 
she e t . I n par tic u 1 a r, f i gu r e 4 s h 0 v, s, 0 n P 1 C' A. d - 1 i fed i Fl f ram, 
results of tests on single-bolt s~ecir.:en3 and rf tests on 
s p e c i De n s Nit h t h r e e b 0 1 t sin the 1 i n e 0 flo ad i n f' • F i gu r e 5 
sho's results of tests on s"gecicens ,,'ith ho bolts in the line 
of lO Rding and of tests on wide specimens havin? three bolts 
in a ro ~ transverse to t he . direction of loading. 
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T ;~ bl'JS 8 and 9 {"ive the r es 111ts of tests a t the Univer-
sity of Illinois on sinfle-holt spec i men s , Tables 10 and 
11 give r esultR of tosta, mate at the Univers:ty o f Illino iR, 
on specimens baving two bolts in the djrectlon of landing 
and on a few wi1e ~~GC1~enC hqvJnE thr0e bolts in a roy 
transv~~~e a the direction of 10adInr. These data are 
p l otted on lOA.l--j:if3 diagr",!'s il": f:gurE 6 (Ri ngJ e- 'bolt speci·-
ens) ~nd figure 7 (two- bolt specjmens). The fpw results 
of tests on three-bolt specjmens have ~ot b een plotted; 
these results confor~ c l osely to th~se obtajned at the 
Battel e Hc;ro:.r-ial Ins t itu·ceo ( See fjg , 5 . ) 
In oach fipure, actual test values are indicated by 
points wit h dif ferent symbola to desirnate different bo lt 
fits. A f'..l11-·J.7,DC' cu"ye, drJ.'.\'n throu{'h ea.ch set of points l 
rep res en':; s 5. n j"~" •• ,- t- r- a {' ::; II lOA. d -1 i foe u r v e for the cor res p 0 n d-
in g t y p e 0 f j J in t , (j J r, p '). r i ~ 0 ~1 0 f s t r € n F: t ~ 0 f j 0 in t R 0 f 
different bolt patterrs ~nd, laterv of joints in different 
thicknesses of sheEt will be made from tne se average curves , 
Wit hin the scatter of points for anyone type of joint, 
the result - p_ .. ottod in fi Gures 4,0, ti , a.d 7 show li tt le 
u v i G. e)l eGO f a:1. e f f 0 c t; of b 0 1 t fit up 0 n f e-L t i gu est T C I2 g t h • 
F:gure 8 3ho~s fati~ue f~ilurcs for specimens of 0.102-
i. n ch she e t t est cd at th e 1: 8. t tel::' 0 d,., m 0 r j a. l In s t it ute. A 
fatigue crack alway~ started Dither at the edge of a bolt 
hole (fig. SA) or nGar a bolt h ole in Bome ~cgion showing 
abr~Bion (fi g, 8il) due to the bolt head or washer pressIng 
agai::1 st the shoet l 1'hese two types of fai l u.re ar[)e'1red 
about equally often, and tllflre secl!led to be no correlntion 
of lifetime wi h the position of the inception of the 
fatigue crnck. Flgure BO shows t ypica l progression of 
cracks between bol~ holes and from bolt hola to olge of 
speci~en. bimilar failu~e3 were obtained in the tests 
made at the Unjv~rsity of IlJinois . 
.Joints in O,l '~L)- In.h Sheet and Joints in 0.156-Inch Sheet 
Results of tests at R = + 0.?5 on snecimens of 0.1~5-
inch sheat are ~iven in tables 1 8 and 13 and are plotted on 
loa. d-life die.g r'1.ms in figure 9 . Tw'o specimen tY}Jes wer e 
used: sing l e- b olt specimens a.nd specime::1s he,vine three bolts 
in the line of l oading . 
T a~ le 14 f::ives re~ults a_d figure 10 shows a load--lif e 
curve for singla- bolt specimens of 0.156-inch sheet . 
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These results show no definite effect of varying the 
bolt clearance from +0,002 tc +0,010 inch. Fatigue failure s 
\v ere 1 i Y.- e tho s El s h 0 \om ( in fig., 8) for s pee io en s 0 f O. 1 ° 2-
inch sheet, 
Joints in 0.187-Inch Chest 
Tables 15, 16, ano. 17 give the results of tests on 
bolted. joints of 0.187-inch sheet. Figure 11 shows tIle 
results of tests on singla-bolt joints. iigure l~ shows 
results of tests on specimens hRvjng two bolts in the di-
rection of loading and of tests on wide specimens having a 
transverse row o~ three bolts. The results in1icate little 
effect of bolt fit u~on f~tjgue stren~th. Failures were 
similar to those alrsedy described for thinner sheet. 
Jointp in O,~50-Inch Sheet 
Tables 18 and 19 Rnd firure 13 show results of tests on 
lap joints of 0.~50-inch sheet fasten~d by single bolts. 
It may be noted that the f~w v~lues obtained at the Battel le 
~emo~ial Institute sho~ higher strengt~ for lifetimes around 
10 5 cyclea than valuas obtained at the University of Illlco is. 
Careful examlnation of testing records gives no expl~na~icn, 
and further tests wo~ld be needed t~ resolve t~e di~arepailcy. 
The two bolts f::.ts used for the 0,?50-inch sheei; caused 
no si~nificant diffe~ence in fatieue streneth. 
JoInts in O.~75-Inch Sheet 
Tall1es 20: ')1, ?,? ?3, and ?4 e..!!d f:'eures 14, 15, 16, 
1 7 , and 13 show res~l~s of fatl(ue t2Sts at = +O . ~5 
on s~ecimens of 0.3?G-inch ~he~~ havIng. respectively, one 
bolts two bolts in l:ne with the lORd, ttree b01ts ~n li~e 
with the load, two transverse rUWR of t~~ee b01t~ e~~h, p~d 
three transverse row~ of three ~olt3 eRch. These results 
indicate little evide~ce of an effact of bolt fIt upon 
fatigue strenrth under unidirectional loadin~. 
Figures 19 and ?O sbow typic3l f~tig~e failuTeR of 
bol~ed ~uinGS of 0.375-in~h s~e~t. All fati2ue failures 
w ere i n - t r.. ';:l she e t ( in con ~ r '1 S ti; 0 s om est '"-l t i ~ i a 11 u [e b ~, 
shearing bolt s ), and fatir-ue c!'::tcks st~rted eicher qt tre 
ed~e of a bolt hole or at a region, ne~r a bolt hole, showin? 
evidence of abrasion by bolt head or washer. 
j 
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T:ST RESULTS FO~ BOLTED LAP JOI~TS 
I~ RE~ERSED LQA~rNG 
J 0 i t1 t sin O. 1 08-- 1:1 c h She e t 
Ta Ie 25 gives the re ~~ta of te8~G at R = - 0 . 50 mad e 
D.t the Fat.. ejle L~ ;n cr18. 1 Ia : t i tu:;e on 3.'ng,ls- boJ.t specimen s 
o fa , 10?- inc:!1 u h ~ c t < Fig, u!' e 2 1 s l' .::: VJ s tit E'S '= r p suI t son a 
loa d- li~e Jia[rem. Jo~~ts having loo c ely fi ting bolts do 
not appea~ significantly strongar in these tests than jointG 
with snugly fitting bolts. however, it should be noted that 
the re ere relati701y lOW points in figure 21 for joints with 
loose l y fitting b ells teste~ a rela~ively high load values . 
This refla.:::ts diific~lties (diDcussed in a latar sect ' cn) 
o f r un n i:1 g r e 7 e r " ~ d -1 0 ad. t 1):3 t· S e 1: .j 0 i n t s ;'i' i t h 1 0 0 s e l y -: itt :. n g 
bo It s . 
Tablac 26 and 27 and figure 22 show results of the 
Bat te lle Memor i al In3titute test~ at R = - 0.50 on specim ens 
with two belts in li:1e wit~ ~ ie lOJt and on ~ide specimens 
h a v i:l get P. 11 S vcr ~::1 r 0 \'/ -:; v h r e 3 b 0 1 t 
Figures 23 und 2~ a re lea~-llfe diagrams containi~g 
results 0: tests at the Uni ~er~ity of Illinois on single-
"bo lt spe:::ir:er.3 and Oil t'.'lo- b It s}:eciJr.cns. Dat8., from whi ch 
these traphs are p l otted , Rr e given in tables 28 and ?9. 
HonG of t h d test r esults ir.dicRtes any direct influen ce 
of bolt fit upon fatigue streneth at R = - 0.50. In most 
cases, hO"lever, the absence of mR::l.~ points fc~' ~peci:ne~s with 
IJoncly fitting bol~s is significant of indirect influen ce of 
belt fit. 
~ati~ue f~ilures fer speclmen ~ tested at R = -0.50 
were generally similar to those a lre ady deocribed fo. test s 
at R = +0 . 25 . 
J 0 in t sin C. 1 ? S- 1'1. C h She eta n r1 J 0 j l". t S j n O. 1 5 6 - I n 01'_ She e t 
Tables ~O and 31 and figure ?5 Show re sults of t est s on 
sin g 1 e-b 0 1 t s p e ,i rr € n S 0 f O. 1 .) !').- i ::l. C h she 8 t '1. n d. 0 f O. l!':i 6- inc h 
s h € e 1; • T ~ e set est s we r e r1 a de at t}- e B A - t, e ll E' 14 em 0 r i -'1 1 
Institute. 
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Joints in 0.187-Inch Sheet 
Tables 32 and 33 give recults of tests made at the 
Battelle ~eillorial Institute on bolted joints of 0.187-inch 
sheet. 
Figure 26 is a l oaj~life diagram for single-bolt speci-
mens . Only specimens with tightly fitting bolts were able 
to be test9d at high loads (causing failure in less than 
1 0 5 cycles) . A fe~ specimens with loooely fitting bolts 
were tested at low loads and sh owed no significant differenc e 
in ~ifetimes under low loads . 
Figure 27 shows results of tests on specimens having 
two bolts i~ the line of lo a ding . Note that several speci-
mens with bo1t clearancEs of C . C5C jnch vere tested and 
shoHed lifetir:lp.s ae; long as those for specir.lens with good-
fitting bolts . 
Limitatio~s of the testing mRchines ~&de it impracticab le 
to test specimens of 0.137-inch sheet with more than two 
bolts, 
J 0 i n t s 1 nO. ~ 5 C- Inc h She e t 
Table 34 an~ :igure ?S show r 6 P ~ lts of fFtigue tests 
(at the ~ ~ ttelle M ~~ oria1 InJ t' tu t e ) at R = -0 . 50 on 
sin Ii 1 e- b 0 2. t G , e c Ln ens 0 fe, ~ 5 0- inc h s iu:~ e~ . Ch J. :y two b 0 1 t 
fits were used.: a I' tight ;! fi t (0.000- to O. OOl-in cle.<? Y'-
ancE') a.nd 11 :tdTill" fit (+O. OO?-i r , clear3..:1cc), :··0 di[ : ~:-­
enCG in fatigue ~trEngths rcsQlted. 
Joints in O.375-Incn Sheet 
T i;:I. bl E s 35: 36: 37, a n c:. 38 g i ,- 0 res u 1 "s 0 f t est sat 
R = 0.50 made at the University of Illinois 0:1 bolted joints 
of O.375-inch eheet. 
Pig'.1Tes 29, 30 , 31, Cl.nd 32 shol' the results of t.ests on 
specimRns having, respectively , ~wo bolts in line with the 
l,).'lQ, tlir-ee bolts in lIne with the load., two cransverse rows 
with th~ee bolts in each r ow, and three transversa rows with 
thr(; e bolts i:1 Gach rO~/ . l!' or each specimen type, Tlrecs-fit 
bolts (a.bout O.OOl·-in. -;:lress) I"ere used. F01" one p a ttern 
(t h :ree rows of thl"ae boitG each) , specImens having bolt fits 
o f 0.025 inch also were tested. Figure 32 indicates that 
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th es e specimen l..-ith loos Aly fitting bolts ,,'p re a.s st r ong 
in fatigue as sre ci mens with tight ly fitting bolts. Ho~ ­
e v er , th e absence of othe r tests with loosely fitting bol ts 
is significant. Atte mpts to test specimens having two 
b 0 1 t s 0 r t h r e e b 0 1 t s ( Y? e s Ban dC, fig. I) 1;1 i U ; "1 0 0 s e " 
fits ¥ere unsucc e ssful . Bolt slip caused difficulty in 
maintaininf' the range of loa d and, in SOr:JB cases, l ed to 
failure of bolts . 
Fatigue f aiJurJs for t~e t ests indicated in figures 
29, 30 , 31 , and 32 we re all Rheet failures and were like 
those for u nidirectional tests . (See fies . B, 19, and 20.) 
RES~1TS OF AUXILIARY TESTS 
The preceding secti ons of this r eport contain the 
experimental results of tests planned in the original pro -
gram of research . As the investigation pro ceede d, it 
appeared desirable to make certain ~uxilia r y tests . The 
results of such add.itional experiments are given in this 
sect jon. 
Some of the auxiliary teqts vere planned to examine 
very briefly possible effects of f auto rs (such as t~ne of 
bolt, bolt torq'ue , and bolt size) v' hi ch har b " en intentionally 
held constnnt dvrlnf major portion of the inv~stiBa~on. 
Other tests (f atigue te s ts of unnotch s d and of notch e d 
sheet material, ~eR8ure~ents of fr ict ion in bolted lap 
joints, and measur em ents of bolt slip durinf f~tigue test -
ing) sou~ht more complete understand.ing of the fatigue 
properties of bolted lap joints . 
Ea ch of these auxiliary tests \,'AS orief ; so the 
resulti ng data a re. ufficient ~nly to outlin8 T)os~ible 
t r 8 no. s . }IT 2 V e r the Ie ::;. , C 8 r t a i n 0 f the r es u 1 t S G u~ g est 
i mportant limitations that should b ~ kept in mind in 
applying any c oncl 'lsions frcm tl1is investigation to pra c-
tical aircraft design proolems . 
Joints wi t h Countersunk Eol t s 
The original program for tr.is investigat ion included 
s eve r a 1 t est s with C 0 u n t e I' sunk s tee 1 b 0 1 t s . ~I 0 11' eve r , it 
,"1[l.S f Gund. diffieult t o obtain S " CD bolt::; 1I:ith smooth shanks . 
A v~ry few , obtained through the courtesy of the Curtiss -
Wright Corooration , were used to rnaks some sin~le-bolt 
s~ecimens of O.156- inch sheet. 
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Fi gure 33 i ndi cates the t ypes of specimens (with bolt s 
countersunk entirely through the top sheet so as to give 
a f lush surface, ~nd with bolts c ountersunk half as deep ly), 
and sh ows the results of fati £u e tests in unidirectional 
lo ad. in t: (at R = +0.25), The test data are given also in 
table 39. These tests indicate that cou~tersunk bolts 
may produce jo ints considerahly we aker in fatigue than 
joints made with hexagonal-headed. balto. 
Joints with Be l ts Drawn t o H i gh Initial Toroues 
For all tests described s o far, e&ch bolt was initia lly 
ti[htened by a torque wrench to 1 05 to 110 inch- pounds. 
Several specimeJs assemb led with h~gher belt torques have 
been te sted in fqtigue to determine, brieflY , p09sible 
effect s on fat i gue strenfth . 
Several single-bolt spedmens of C.l02-hlCh sheet 
were assembled with 180 inch-pound in:t 7al bolt toroue 
and test ed in unidirectional ioading (at R = +O.~5) with 
the following results: 
( in. ) 
-0.001 to 0.000 2500 
+.C02 2500 
-~. 002 1150 
+ . 010 2900 
+.02 5 2 70 0 
+.025 950 
1 if e 1 
1 80-in .-Ib 
__ l£'K~ __ 






1,05 7 , 400 
1i:e 1 0f similar specimen 
with 103-in.-Ib torqu e 
(cycles) 
4~,OOO to 120,000 
70,OCO to 160,000 
700,C~0 to 1,600,000 
40,COO to 100,000 
60 , C1C to 120,000 
1,000,000 to 4,000 ,000 
11ife esti~ated from scatter band5 of data given in table 4. 
Thus, within t he precision of testing. there appeared to be 
no eff ect of increasing the bolt toroue. Measurements, des-
cribed la te r, show ed th e increased bolt toraue did increase 
the st ati c frictional force between the lapped section~. 
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In rev3T!led-::cad tastins (at R = -0 0 50), higher torques 
d.ecraa.:ied d.ifficulties of testin g in~le·-colt sp3cimens with 
loose l y fitting b01ts. This is iIlustT~ted in fifure 34 , 
WhlCh sLews data iTom tRble 40 an0 a load-life dia~ram. 
Sin {!; J. 8-'0 C ~ t (: 10r::.3:J fit") s p ~ c i m e:l s c 0 u I d. b e run a t s u c c e s -
sively high e r ~axi~um load values. provided highar initia l 
torques were ~sni . Comparlsc~ with the curve in figure ?l 
(shewing higt load values for GF3cjmens with tight - fitting 
b 0 1 t s) s h 0 'v s n 0 i n ~: r e 8. s e j n 1 i f e tiL e :1 u e tot h e inc r e:oJ. sed 
toraueo 
Jo~nts with BoJts of Different Diameters 
Tho t 3 S ,s ., 0 -: 8, i' d. esc rib e d 11 a v e inc Iud e c. s p e c i men s 0 f 
several sh3at ga~c •. but j0ined orly ~v 3/S-inch-diamete r 
bolts. Sin~le-bclt s~~cjma~s of O .J~ 5-inch 3heet were made 
using tw aiditlonal ~olt Ji~ps: (1 ) 7/15-inch-diR~etcr bolts 
machj.ned frer! co l d-rolled reIf.gonal steel b'~, rsl and (;~) 1 /4-
in ch- d ie.ill e tar c omm er Gin 1 1yhar <i.e;!· eo s te-0 1 001 t s ·. ,.'lih e-s e 
s peci~ens were tested in fa~igae at a = +0.25 , and the 
resulcs are €,iven in tabla :~ .:. 2nJ. ir..d.icated. on the loae.-life 
dia~ram of f~rure 35. 
i~tiguo strangtho; at ] = ~O.25 and a~ various lifetimes , 
are ta~ul~ted in teble 42 in ter~s of n/t (ratio of diamete r 
of bolt to thickn'?ss 0: sheet), from t1:.esG few test s , it 
appears th~t th3 fatigue stren th of a bolted lap joint v a r ies 
"'" 0 t h '.-{ i t h t h a J / t r '1 t i 0 a 1. d \"/ i 'u h t t e s h a e J~ t h i (' k n e s s , 
The-e results are, however, insu:ficient for definite con-
clusions. 
Multibolt Joints with Nonunifcrm Bolt Fit 
Table 43 gives the r8 u ults cf fatif~e ~e~ts at R = + 0 . 2 5 
made at the Battelle Memorial I~stitute on specioens o~ 0 .1 02-
inc h s 1:. e e t t a v i n g t \./ 0 b 0 I ts (0 n. t i g h t fit and 0 n e 1 0 0 s e fit ) 
in the dL ection of 1 02..di:l'=;0 COI:lparisor.. with the v~lucs 
given in table 5 , and p l ott d in figure 5 , shows that tte 
specimens with nonuniform l y fittir..g bolts hpd about th sam e 
fatigue s~ r ength as simi l ar spe~imens with uniformly fitting 
bo l t"' . 
Table 44 sho~s tte r 3s~lts of tests at the Unive r sity 
of Illi::1oi8 on specimens h"l.ving threE' 00 1 ' s in a tr'3,nsverse 
rOvl (tl1.e center bolt bejnp: tifht fit and the outer bolts 
s l oppy fit) . Figure 36 shows these results in comparison 
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with results for specimens containing all tight-fit bolts. 
It 8pps~rs that the joints having nonuniformly fitted bolts 
were weaker in fatigue than joints with uniformly fitted 
bolts. 
Fatigue Strength of the Sheet Material 
Table 45 gives the results of fatigue tests made at the 
Battelle M8morial Institute on specimens of O.lO?-inch sheet 
both unnotched and notched by a ;ingle 3/8-inch hole. Tables 
46 and 4 7 g i vet h e ... ~ EO suI t s 0 f t est s :II a d eat the Un i v e r sit Y 
of Illinois On unpotch~d sheet speciQens Rnd on sheet speci-
mens notched by bolt holes. Details of the spocimens used 
are given in the appendixes. No unusual failures occurred 
in these tcP.ts. 
Figure 37 shows the reRults of the tests on unnotched 
sheets, and figure 38 shows results of tests on notched 
sheet specimens. 
Some pin-bearing fatigue tests we~e made at the BRttelle 
Memorial Institute on specimens of O.102-inch sheet. Results 
of these tests are tabulated in table 48 and plotted on a 
load-life diagram in figure 39. 
These tests on the sheet material were made in con-
sideration of the possibility of treating bolted joints as 
stress raisers in a material of known notohed-fatigure 
characteristics, The results are di!>cussed from this point 
of view in a later section of this ~eport. 
Friction in Bolted Lap Joints 
The friction between the lapped sections of bolted-joint 
specimens was evaluated roughly by a simple test. Specimens, 
made with slightly elongated bolt holes, were loaded in static 
tension. The load values at which bolt slip. appeared are 
recorded in table 49. 
It should te Lctad that such v~lues correspond to a 
II s tat i c II f ric t ion w hie his pro b a b 1 Y not 0 f ten rea 1 i zed 
under repeated loading. However, the values noted in table 
49 indic~te that frictional forces of eppreciable magnitudes, 
with respect to fracture load values, may exist. 
J 
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Eolt Slip during T.asting 
T"l.ble 50 ",!:lovs S0me me').<;urenents of t _E> elonga.t ior.. of 
bolt holes due to stresses during fatigue testing. Tuese 
values are the increase in longitudinal diameters of the 
bolt hol-s measured after fai lur e on the bolt hole of the 
uncrackeQ half of each tes t piece. 
An extenRometer, usin~ SB-4 electrical resistance gages , 
was depignad to m6asur e joint slip during testin~. Results 
of su~h meaGurewents are shown in table 51. This meaR~rement 
included several factors : strain in the metal, play Que to 
initial looseness of bolt fit, and elnn£at ion of bolt holes . 
The IIc omputed ll -.ralues fer bolt-hole elcngatior.. neglected the 
strain in the mqtnl an1 allowed only roughly for play due to 
initi~l bolt-lc~Reness. An indication that these computeQ 
values are reaso~able is the cl03e agreEment of final 
computed elonfations and elongations measu r ed after f~ilure. 
The results aug~ast that most of the elongation of the bolt 
hrle takes place durinr the first few (1 to 10) cycles of 
l:..ading . 
IncidentBJ.ly , the strai~-g~ge extensometer in combination 
with a dynamic load-measuring dev:ce on the testing mqchine 
affo:rdcd I:Ieans of ca.k:' :l g l.Jac:.-d~fl(Scti('n measure:ner.ts dur:'ng 
testin u • Firure 40 8:10",S t~e r~qult o::.~ such a measurement . 
This ::1CJ:l 1i nea. r 10'3d-deflectior.. c~lara c+'eristic sometimes 
contributed to severe ~ibr~tion of the te~ting machine . 
Tab l9 5? indicat2s con~ition ~ un~er which vllr~tion of one 
machine bac~me so severe ttat tests were stopped. ~hese 
observ~tions pertain to the reaction on a particular testi::1g 
machine. Nevertheless, it is believed they indicate a 
possi~le danger of bolted joints under reversed I oadinf . 
The dar..ger appears to be not so much premature failure of 
the joint in o~eGtion as u::1dve lo~d re~ction on other joints 
and ~~rts a~tachcd to t~at Joint. 
Anothe~ ch~racteristic result of bolt-hole wear and 
bo lt slip i::1 re versed-load testi::1g wa the difficulty of 
ffia in taining load values desired. lieure 41 shows the load 
~a]uGs measured fer single- cIt specimer..s purposely run to 
1,C OO , OCO c;ycles at c onsta.nt def ection. Appa l ently, the 
joint with the 1 ose l y fitting bolt showed a marked tendency 
for L lling ~,ff f load. Figure 42 sho-/s photographs of 
these srscimens afte~ 1,OJO,000 cyclea . The increase of 
ab r asion with increasing initial belt clearance is obvious. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Comparison of Results from the Two Laboratories 
Detailed examination of the resul ts of all fatigue tests 
on bolted lap-joint specimens shows that bott laboratories 
found no significant direct effect of bolt fit UDon lifetime 
of a given joint under a given load . 
Figures 43, 44, 45 , and 46 show results froM the two 
sources on specimens of 0 . 102-inch sheet. In each of these 
load-life diagrams, test results for a.ll specimens of a 
given type (reg2rdless of bolt fit) are designated by one 
symbol for tests made at the Battelle Memorial Institute, 
and by another symbol for tests made at the University of 
Illinois . In general, the test results from the University 
of Illinois show shorter lifetimes for high loads than those 
from Battelle Memorial Institute. However, in tests for which 
lifetimes approach 1, 000,000 cycles, the differences become 
much smaller. Throughout the whole range of tests, t~e 
"scatter bands" of the l oad-cyc le diagrams from the t~vo 
laboratories overlap by a considerable amount. The dis-
crepancies between the results from t ~e two laboratories, 
if they are r eal, may be due to differences in unsupported 
lengt hs of test pieces and to slight departures from axiality 
of lo ading . 
The ob l y other sheet gage ~or which specimens were tested 
at bot h laboratories was 0 . 250 inch. Results of these tests 
have been shown in figure 13 . nes ul ts from the two labora-
tories agree well at the ends of the curve (10,000 and 
1,000 ,O CO q r cles) , but the few Battelle ~emorial Institute 
results available show high l oads for failure near 100, 000 
cycles. 
In a later section of this part of the report are graphs 
of fat igu~ strength versus sheet gage. The smoothness of 
these c urves implies that test results for intermediate 
gages fit we ll into a genera l picture, and this adds con-
fidence ttat there were no major discrepancies between tests 
at the two laboratories. 
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fhe Effect of Bol t Fit OD Fatigue Strength 
i'~ost test resul~s foune. in this in \Te sti§':~tion have s!lown 
no prc rou:1ced effe.::: of bolt fit '-non fatigue strength, as 
i n. d 1 c 8. ted b ;<.- loa c: -1 i l' e -v a l 11. e 3 • T his con c 1 u s ion rn u s t rot b e 
extended beyond the limita~ions of the test conditions. 
In the fi a t pl~ce , t st~ h Bve been mq~e o~ly upon lap 
jointc cf 24S - T sheets fastened by steel bolts. It has been 
noted that the hard steel bolts DrinelJed tne relatively 
soft sheet so as to c~use elo:1gDtio~ of the bolt hole within 
a ve ry few cyclep cf the repeatea loqd. Aprarently, the 
bolt hole~ are deformed to an equilibrium condition dependent 
upon the loae.ing, and the strength of this equilibrium con-
dition scems in d~pend ent of init ial belt fit. It should 
a l so be pointe1 out that t he results sho~ greater scatter for 
tight fits than fer lcose Oli". It Day well be questjoned 
whether ~teel bolts i~ steel shaets or ~luminum-alloy bolts 
in a~umin~rn-alloy sh~ets ~ould behave in a simi l ar ~anner. 
Secondly, the c~iterion of ~ailure for the tests reported 
here has been visible crac~irg of the sheet material or com-
plete fracture of the joint . 10 :ther sa~iously undesirable 
effect was ~oted in the un~directionnl-loading test3. But , 
i n r ever s 0 d.-loa din 6 t est s , b r: 1 t s lip C B. use d. con sid era b I e 
fa ll ing-of f of load and severe vibr8.tion of testing machine s. 
These effects were more serious for joints wi th loosely 
fitting bo~ts than for joints with nnugly fittiur bolts . 
I t n a s bee n poi r. e d 0 u t, ins e v F) j,- ale a s e s, t hat J twa i m -
practicable to run single-bolt specioens -.dth lo osely fitting 
bolts under high reversed-load conditicns. Such observaticns 
imply that loobely fitting bolts are def in't ely undesirable 
under re-rersed loading. 
I~ gene r a l, ~ultibolt specimens have h8d the sqme clear -
ance fo~ ~very bolt in a given ppecimen. Gonc:usion- from 
such tests rhould not be e7 tcnded without further consider-
ations to a ' oint having a lon£ row of Jifferently fitting 
bo lts. 
It shc·uld 'be noted , fur:'he r, that these tests have been 
limi ted to axi a l loading with precautions to avoid flexure . 
Service loadin {:s are seldom this simple , and it is not 
certain how far c onc lu sio~s from t~e axial-l oading tests 
apply t o more complex lo ading conditions . 
L 
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Variation of Fatigue Strength with S~eet GRge 
Figure 47 shows maximum loads, for several lifetimes 
at R = +0.~5, plotted against sheet gage uS3d for single-
bolt lap joints. Figure 48 shows similar plots fer joints 
having two bolts in line with tte load .... ,hile figure 49 and 
50 show results for loading at R = -O.~O. In all cases , 
the tlp oints" in fifures 47 to 50 are obtained from the 
smooth curves drawn through experimental points on load-
life diagrams previously shown . 
Both f atigue st rength and static strength of a bolted 
lap joint, with a given bolt pattern and bolts of given 
di ameter, incr ased with increASln? thi8k~ess of shaet used 
in making the'joint. The rate of increase in fatigue 
strengt h at a given l oad ratio and for a given lifetime is 
les s than the rate of increase in stR.tic strength. Thus, 
fro m f i gu r e 4 8) a "i; W 0-b 0 1 t jot n t 0 -: 0" 200- inc h she e two u 1 d 
be nearl y twice as strong tn st~tic tests as a single-bolt 
joint of O.IOO-inch sheet. HowC'rer, in fatigue (at 10 6 
c y c 1 e sat R = + 0 • 2 f») the O. 200- inc h - she e t j 0 in two u 1 d b '_' 
on 1 y 45 per c en t s t ron g e r t h :.3 nth eO. 1 00- inch - 8 h e e t j 0 i l1G • 
Thus, increasing the sheet g"';,e. for a bolted lap joint 
o fag i v en t y p8 , a p p a. l' en t 1 yin c r e " s e s 1 0 n g-l if e fat i gu e 
strength considerably less than it incre~seG static ~trenet h. 
It is probable that specimens of thicker sheet have higher 
stress concentr p. t ions than tr in-sheet specimens, and it is 
co mmonly found that stress concentr~tions are more serious 
under dynamic loading than under static loading. 
Effect of Number of Bolts on Fatigue Strength 
In all .;,f the tests described in this report, incre~sin g 
the number of bolts in a lap joint between sheets of a given 
thickne ss incr3ased both the stRtic strength and the fatigue 
strength of that joint. Closer examin8 t ion shows thRt the 
incre ase in strength was not usuall~T proportional to the in-
crease in the number of bolts . 
Table 53 shows resu l ts obt~ined on increasing the numbe r 
of bolts in line with the a.p-plied loa.c.. In e-ve;.'y case , in-
creasing the number of bolts (or the number of raws of bolts) 
for a given sheet gaGe decre~sed the strength per belt. Thu s, 
do ubI in g t ten um be r 0 f b 0 1 t sin the d ire J t ion 0 flo ad in g i n-
cre ased the fatigue strength only from 30 to 60 percent. 
Adding another bolt (or row of bolts)gaTe a further increase 
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of only 10 to 30 p&rcent. In genEral, the percent increase 
in fati[ue str8~gth due to add in g boltG in th e direction of 
lo ad In F was l ess ~or the th icke r she et speciQen s. 
""h .C' 11 . h 'd . T3bJ e 54 COIJ.fH'Y'8G th e strengv s 0 ... -8 -1nc -',;1 e f"peC1-
mons havine: a. sinele Dolt (OT lino of "bol ts) with strengths 
o f 4-~- in c h':= '.oJ ide G pee j m en ' h ;> v i n g -c h r e e b 0 1 t G ( or 1 i n e s 0 f 
bolts), :!)Jote (see fig ·. 1 ) that pdCe dLtancC's ani b0:i.t 
spRcings were no t va · i 3d. It might be ex~e cted th at the 
ratio of strengths would be about 3:1, and it is clear 
that this was ge~era~]y tr~ a . DetaIled examination of the 
scatte~ sho~n in ths loed-life 1i~ gramB makes it seem qucs-
tion~ble wneth~r devi ationJ from the average ratio of 3 : 1 
are signif i cant. The reaults suggest that a joint having 
a row of bolts Tay ~3 v e lop, under uniform loading, pretty 
n e a i' 1. y t h 3 G·C r c n ~; t il P r cd i c t e (1. fro m t e:3 t so..: sin g 1 e- b 0 1 t 
joint3. 
Its h 0 u 1 d ben 0 t 0 d t 11 ". t t h i G j n v e G t i g i", t ion has not i n-
c luded variation of bolt s pacing, so thnt no 8t~tementB con-
cerning optimum bolt patter n s are possi b le. 
F3tigue St ength of ~ntcri~]G ani Effective Stress 
Concentr at ions in 30lted Lap Joints 
F i gu r e 51 s h 0 \if S S om e v '1]. u e S 0 file f f e c t i v est res s con-
c en t rat i :J ~ , II K , f 0 l' S P e c :. r~ ens 0 f O. 102- inc h she e t t est e d. at 
R = +0.25; K is here defined a s the ratio of the maximum 
stress sup~orted by a nhe0t specimen to a given lifetiMe 
divided by t~e n0minal-~roE ~-areR stress supported by the 
spRcine~ with stress r ai ser to the sa~e lifetime at the 
rame load ratio. Value~ of K ~e~e cnmput~~ fro m the solid-
I i il e (; u r v e 3 in f i t;U r (;) s t.1:, 3 7, 3 8? and 3 9 • 
An inter est ing observn tion from figure 51 is that the 
v a riation with lifetime of the ef fe ctive stress concentrat i on 
from the pin-bearing tests is much more l i ke that for the 
bolted joint than is the variation of K for the she e ts 
\dtl.l clr::'lled h010"J. It is \.'ell known tr.(l.t the stress con-
centration in a pin-loaded sheet differ s from the stress 
conCGn r3.'vion of a sh'Jet with a c snt ral hole . (Sa,;, for examp l E , 
fifs. 9.17 and 7.32 in reference 6. ; 
~---~------~~ -- --
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Howe ver, factors ot her than stress concentr~tion at the 
bolt ho l es are concerned in tt e fatigue behavior of a bolted 
lap joint . Fri ction betwe3u the overl~~pin£ Dections (not 
necess arily identIfiable with the static frictional loads 
previously noted), abr&sion between the plates or b e tween 
washe r s and plates, and bendi~g stresses at the l~ps mus t 
all be includ ed in any complete evalu~tion. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The da.'iia p:!."ssented. and discussed in the foresoing pages 
appe a r to warr a nt tte fol lo wing conclusions: 
1, Bolt clearan ce (v aried from -0.0005 to +0.050 in.) 
did not hav e a pronounced effect on the fatigue strength 
of bolted l ap Joints tested in tension- tension loading 
(R = + 0.25 ). 
2. Bolt fit did not affect directly the strength of 
such jo ints i n tsosion-c ompression loading . Slip in joint s 
with l oose bolts did c~use undesirable joint motIon with 
result.ant f a llin g off of lO !3.d u nder constant applied de-
flection. Under conditicLs of repcated reversal of load, 
the eff e ct of an increase in bolt clearance may be detri-
ment a l both f r om the st.[lndpoint 0';: inc!'e[,sed I-,ear at the 
joint faying surfaces and from the 6tand~oint of possibl e 
sympatheti c vibra -i;ion effects caused by nOl~-linear load-
deflec t ion characteristics. 
3 . The un~esirable behavior of bolted joints under 
r eversed l o~ding may be mitigated by: usln~ tight bolts 
(note that a bolt cle~rance of 0.008 in. gives much bette r 
character1st ics than a clearance of 0.010 in.), by using 
bolt tor ques as high 8S allowed by other consider a tions, an d 
by u sing joints with more than one bolt (or one row of bol ts) 
along the direction of loading, 
4. Inc reA_ s i n g the n urn '0 e r 0 f b 0 1 t sin 1 in e 1,0[ i t h t; h e loa d 
incre a ses the fatigue strenEth of the joint, but decreaces 
the strength per belt. In general, the incre"lse in si;r en ~ th 
is less for dynamic loading thAn for static loading. 
5. For a given bolt diameter and bolt pattern, joints 
made from t hick sheet are strong3r tha~ joints from thin 
sheet; . The incre~se in strenfth is not proportional to the 
increase in sheet ga?8 i particularly for lonb-life fRtigue 
loading in tension-comp ressi on . 
I 
J 
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In vie w of tt e teAting con dit i onA, these co nc lusi o ns appl y 
on l y to l~,-jolnt test piaces , of 243-T Alcled sheet a n d 
fae~eced b~ steel bo l ts wi th smooth s~an~s, within c on-
(I. it ior..:; u:lder "'.,icll failu e c~cnr8 i,".:. the sheet . :5'or 
multibolt s:reciJ,('ns, these conclu!;:ions are valid only t h e :l 
a. ll bolts in one joint hav~ the " PJle fj~ . 
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APPE~:D IX I 
Di.:i'J.1LS OF TEST M:~THOns nCE] AT THE BATTELLE ME~~ORT AL IlJSTITUTE 
Fatigu e Testing Machines 
Tests at the Battelle Memorial Instit~t3 were run on 
Krouse, Direct Repcatect--Stre3S Fatigue ':i:'estinc; M3.chines. 
Fig'u r e 5 2 8 h 0 vi son e () [ -e h e 1 a q; e loa d cap a city (1 0 , 000 1 b ) ) 
machines. 
The variable load is app lied by -ehe laver A, which is 
actuated by the adjusta~le CRm C. The average valae of 
the lua d can be adjusted by the leading screw E. Static 
loa~ values a re obtained by measuring th3 bending of a 
fixed le ngth of lever A by maRDS of the dial gage on the 
" gag e bar II F . The r e 1 a t ion '0 e t 1:[ e an (1 i aIr e a din gsa n d 1:j a d 
is obtained from a calibrBt~on curve ta~en with dead-weifht 
loading . 
Tests showel th e dynamic load range to b3 froE 2 
to 18 percent (on different machi.as) ~reater than the load 
range wh~n tho cam is slowly rotat3Q for the static load 
me a.surement and ad.lustmi':llt. Det · :'le1 eXC').:;lination ('1ad e v,.:.th 
SR-4 strain gages mounted cn specice~s, on the fulcrums D, 
and along the l<.l'),d~ 'J.g If'vE'r at N, 0, P, .J sbo':!ed this 
increase to be due ~o inertia of the 10a1ing lev9~ and 
connecting rod . The throw increase is Qirectly proportional 
to the load ran ge, and is insensitive to specimen stiffness. 
Hence, specimens were 10<,(le1. by st?tic di81-~)ar measuraments 
with calculated allowances for dynamic effects. 
Each machine is equipp3d with mechanical counters G 
which record the number af hundreds of load cycles. 
A cut-off H was designed to stop the mach:ne upon spe ci-
men failure . The microswitch s hown in figure 52 has been 
replaced by an adjustaole contact and a thlratron relay. 
The present arrangement is sensitive to a lo~d decrease of 
15 pounds or nore. 
J 
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~est PisceH aLd Grip~ 
F i £,U r e 53 s h 0 i'l S s Y: etc h e S 0 f t y pic a I bolt e d- j 0 1 n t t est 
pieces used 8.t the Battelle Hemerlal Institute. Note (for 
comparison with test pieces used at the University of 
Illirloi3 - fi["s. 59 , 62, and 63) ';;he lcn.f:'th of the specimens 
and the la~k of wi~ene d grip sections. The l ength unsupported 
by grips W~D atoat 10 inch~s for sreciwens with a l~-inch 
lap and greoter by the additional lap for other specimens . 
Fi~ure 54 shews details of apecimens used for tests 
of the sheet material (beth unnot hed and notched by a 
central bole), 
The method ~f pre~arinf Bnd mounting specimens con-
tri~uted tow a rd e ~ual ity of _oad acrOSE the width of e a ch 
specimen . A specim en las r1ountad. in the machine with o~1 1 y 
the center holding bolts in s erted through the two holes 
d ri lled along a cente~ line In the specimen. A nominal 
tension 1 ad (100 ~o 200 Ib) waG applied tv insur e adjust-
ment. Then auxi l iary bolts were i~serted in the outer holas 
of the frip plat e s and tig~toned. These b olts either wer e 
out s i J. e the t est pie c e ( f a r l~ - i n. - wid e s pee i ill ens) or (f or 
wi der ones) passed t hrough holes 1/16 inch larger than the 
bo l ts. Thus , these additioDRl bolts sarvad only to squeeze 
the ~l a tes and affor~ incr~as8d f~iccional holding by the 
g rips . 
Reversed-Load Te.ts 
Fig re 55 shows a s i n~la-bolt specimen mounte d for a 
tension--compression tes '\; wl~h guide plates to prevent buck-
ling. 
Figure 56 shows parts of on~ pai~ of gJIQa plates. Th e 
p l ates were made from 1/1-inch cold-rolled steels cut ap-
p r oximately 3 by 8 inches . A I- inch hole was drilled in th e 
centGr of each plate to a l loy r oa~ for the specimen bo l t. 
A piece of aluminum 0f the Dame thickness as the specimen 
to be tested w&s bolted to the upper half of one plate and 
a si~ilar piece to the l ower half of the other plate (A ~nd 
B in fig. 56). Porous paper (from the Nationa l Bureau of 
Standards - see r eference 5) was pasted on portions of the 
guide plates to be in c.;ntact wi:h the test piece , and waG 
saturated with oil . Spacers (C and D of fig, 56) we r e u sed 
J 
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to ubtain suitnble c18~rancc to give the bost bal~ncc ~a­
tween low fric '~ion and good. l'guid. !1nce.:' It '."fiG f;)und. 
nece~s~Ty to adjust this clearance undor ~aximum lead to 
p r event binding duo to tanling at the !ap. With c~re, this 
procedure ~aVe unifor~ results. 
A few specimens wsre run without guide plates. These 
were cut short S ·J thai; the :enf:'Gh 1~nSU1)~orted by tioe m,1ch::'ne 
grips was about 1} inches plus the over:ap. Figu~c 57 phows 
a co~p~rison of teats aaing th e t~o me~hoda and Bdds C0P-
fidenc3 that the ~ulde-~]ate metnod was reasonably sat is-
fa 'J 'j:. or y . 
'fEST H1TlIO.cS US}!;D LT THE Ul~ IVE:::'S Pi'Y OF 1:::'11NC1S 
TE;:sts on SpecI:nens of OolOG-1nch Sheet 
H.?chin~_i:?..:..- The lv1oo~:tl-Krouse y>llsh-pull fatIgue te,ting 
mac h i n e 8. S fit t '2: Q for t; est 8 0 f i) ') :i. teo. j () 1 n t sis s 1 0 VI n i :1 
figure 58. Cycles of rc~ea~eZ s~: ~ ss are applied to the 
specimen S b:; me8.ns of Lie vari3."uJ",-stroke carr; C, tae lever 
1, the fulcrum 1', ihe slic3::' 1'., ancl lO i:lar j'1H Jii. ~he load 
cn the spE'c:'mG!l. is car'.'iel<" OJ' the 'l.ppCl' jaw JI to IDe 
calibrated wei~~irg ri~~ R, the el~stic ~eflecti~n of ~hich 
measuras t'1e load on tl:e snecimen. A pair 0: pJa t e fulcra 
T" minimizes the lateral vlbrntlon of JI and of t he up p er 
end cf the spec.i-nen. ',:IGe micrometer dial gF1§:e D :'1E'a81.".1"8C 
the elas~ic dcfl9c~ion of t~9 weirhi&g ri!l.g R. 
The total throw of the varia.tle-scroke cam C c:eteT~ined 
the total range of load appl~ed ~0 the specimen. ~he ratio 
of minimum load in a cycJe cf strbss to ca~imum load ie 
dete",mined by the positi~n of the nuts Nt ~,nd Nil 0!l. ti1c 
screw T. 
lL\LL(;Li:t .... e_~t.j,,_o_u.s'1..l.~1....Q,'1...(UJl.g:. ,. - In s t 2.1' t ing a t es t und.er un i-
direction~l load, the specImen is fcstened in the upper and 
lower jaws, ThGn, w:th :lUt 1~1i 100se, nut Nt is tighce::led 
until the desired maximum load for a cycle is indicated on 
the micrometer dial ga~e D. The nut JI is loosened until 
the minimum (tsl1 .dle) lead desired for the cycl8 is indicated 
on micrometer dial gage J. Then nut Nil :'n tightened, the 
shaft of the testing machine is ~urned over by hand, and 
the stroke of the variable-throw cam C is a~justed by nesns 
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of a sp:lnner '"renc. to gjve the desired range of lcp..d from 
maximum to m~nimum. This adJust~ent usually changes the 
.reading for the mf'.Y~,Ulil load 31igh tl;f ~ and ::' eadji.lstment is 
made "by chang:ing slightJy the pcsH. ions of nut:3 Nt and Nil 
along th0 scr e w~. Th3 ~achiile is then started and allowed 
to make abo~t 100 revolu~i o ns, th~, stopped and readin~s 
of dial gaga D tak3n , and any necessary adjustments in stroke 
of cam C and position.;; of :r.UGS Nl Clnd Na to maintain t;h~ 
desired range of load are made. ~his p~ocess of Rtopping 
the mac h in e and t ak in g t est rea. d. in <:' saT. L." '? qUe n tin t e ," val s 
is kept u, d~ring the fi:st lOO,OOC cycles, or untl~ no 
adjustme~t is foun~ necessary afte~ three or four trials. 
After t his, observations are taken of load at convenient 
intervals . dhen the specimen breaks or a crack opens up, 
t 11 e d i 8 tan c e b '; t ~H; e 11 J ian d J II inc rea s e ~, a r, dam i C T 0 S wit c h 
K is set so chat a. vel',\" f!TIall increase in the d.L tancs between 
J1 B.nd JI1 will c!)'use t:'le switch to make contact. open the 
rootor circuit through a relay, and 3tOp the motor "/hich 
drives the testing c a, cnineu Then the humber of :::ycles of 
stress fer ~racture can be reed directly from the revolution 
coun'ce:r Q" 
~~y.~!:.s eL.l.2.§:.0n~ - To app 1y Cl cl e s of p ,:\,r t ially rever sed 
lC'ading l nut Nil is sCTe~"ed. 1l1H;a.rd so ti.'l 8. t the e is compression 
on the speci~en. The 5p:ring G i~ tighcened suffic~ently to 
insure contact through~ut a stroke betw3en cam C and the 
ball bearing at thc ~nd of lever L. After claoping the 
specimen in ja1l;s J1 ""ncL JII, nu.t Nil is screwea. up until 
the desi~ed maxidum compresaion h a s been put on the speci-
men . Then nut IiI1i is loo .. ened anet nut NI sc:cewud down u.ntil 
the KaxirouID desired tensile lC&Q is applied. Then th~ 
s t r 0 k e 0 f the c am Can d t h 8 P 0 s it ion C 0 f n U'c s N I i1 n d N II are 
adj~sted until the desired rRngd is secured as the machine 
shaft is tu :If'd over 'by hanc., after which the test is ca.rried 
en 1n c ~anne~ similar to t ~ at used fo~ tests under uni-
directional stre. s, HOWeVC1", for :;"eV61'sed-·load tests it is 
desirable to take obse~vRtions o ~ ran~e of lo~d at more 
freouent intervals of time than the intervala between 
observations in tests under unidirectional lond. 
:lJ,e·t ia effec t s in ~;ooTe-Kro~~.rus:r- ul~_.~.!.l?"u~ 
!I!:'j,C'hine . - As the machin.;) is in opel'ation , the s l ider M, the 
low t" r ,j a w J ", the 1.'.. p per ,1 a. w J 1, an rl the 1:nl e r p eu r t 0 f the 
ring R are in up'-and-dovtI: moti'..,n, 8.pproxiwating harmoni 
motion . The inertial effects com3 mainly from the parts 
below t"le specimen S and, if the \veighing rin~ R were 
equipped with a r ecording miiTor deflectometer, the force s 
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in~ic8ted wrul~ be those ~ctin~ ·U the spec~man, incl~din~ 
the major inert~al forces. The readin&s cf th0 mlcrome~er 
dial are not self-recording. They are takan ::J.t interv91s 
d uri n go ate s t a:3 the s L aft 0 f the in a C:1 h. e i stu r ned 0 v e r 1):'-7 
hand, ~nd tho eifact of th3 irertjal forces when the nachine 
is l'"w.nlling at nl)rmal spee0. (600 rI~ m) are .::!,t race-rded. 
To determine apprJximately the m~~nitudes of these 
inertiRl forcos, the fcllowl~g proc3d~~e W~G follcwed: 
In it;; r.orilla.l pos:;.tlo:1, the lowe::- p0int. of the pJ.v.~gar 
0f the micr0met~ ~i~l gage doe~ not tcuc~ ~ha r~ng R, &~d 
a gag~ reading is obtaina~ by pushing on the upper end cf 
the :plunger until contact bGtwean t~e i~war puint aad the 
ring is m~de, when the reading i3 t~kpn. Maximum and mini-
mum readi~gs ~f tte di~l gaf3 e ra t~ ~ aD as tte dhaft of the 
machine is tur:l.::c')v3r by h:lnd , 'fr-.eniih3 InF!.ch:"·le i~ s·~Cl. rted, 
and when running at ll~~mal cpced, the upper end of th3 
plunger of the dial ga~9 i J ~d~~ly p~shed down until contact 
is made between the l~wer point of the plunger nnd tho ring 
R . Ihis gives It r3 C'l d.in{! of n:.nimum l"<'.d. unde:' r'U;nn:i.::J.~ con-
ditio~s , and it is assumei that ~he d~ff3rJnce botwaon the 
"hand turnine" :-ea.d :1.1:,g::; e , jld. l: r J.'1n:i:l ,?,1l rC3.dings w:i. 2.1 ...,C! 
(nuJil3r:i.caJ.l;y) tl~ e 3.'),m~ for both nJC'X':'::HLl A.nel mL:lmum reac1.-
ings. Cont~ct between IJ~er po~nt of th~ pJunger of the 
dial ee.ge ar.d ri!":g In''l.Y be c'.e'~ec:·, :"d. 'Jy the 11~'ee:L;; agai~:-;t 
the finger press~re on th9 upper end of tho rl~nger , or by 
the dial reaellne for which violent vlbration of the dial 
puinter bp.ginR. 
:~, ;s c~P('~~ 1.-.., boen !!lr<1c s(>ver.,.l times r'lrinf" e!'l.ch 
test mE.de on the l ' oore-Kroll~e r.achi'13, and. the difference 
between hand tu ning rcadlnfs and running re~dinFs r~rely 
indicated a differonce groater than ~5 poun~s. ~he inertial 
effect does no~ S6em to be serious in t~e tests herein 
reportee. . 
~~J~ s t ~~2.!_2L--..!:~~ u 1.!~_f2~~£:.!~~ ~ __ !..zl u c ~~!_B.!. - It is 
very difficult to ~djust the length of th~ow of the cam 
and 'G h e :p 0 sit ion 0:: 11 U t s lJ Jan d. N ,; in t 11 e : . 0 0 r e- j-. r a u ~ (} 
machine to give the precise v ~ l u e of R (r~tjo of minimum 
to J.lrtxiumJ!! loael. ) d.es ired in eaC'.'! individual test. ';:n ;,ractice, 
it is more convenient t.o ael,i us'.; the parts of the mac',:i.ne to 
give &pproxi~ately the de~ired value of ?, Rnd then adjuRt 
the test results ty the use of a corroction factor. 
Accordingly, the following empirical formula has been 
computed from tension-compression data rep0rt p d in the 
Structural Alu~inum Handbook (p . 26), published by Aluminum 
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~ctu~l mayicum l~ad at the load ratio E 
p 
... maxi 11 cor e c ted ;' a}' i mum 1 0'". d 11 C (;:- r e ::; ~) 0 n d. in? tot h e des ire <i 
loac!. ra.t:'o RI 
In one or tw cas es, 
more tnan 10 por cen t< 
correc tio n was from 0 
ti ons, It is believed 
j'.lst ifia11e. 
the cor l' e c t i 0 ~ 0 f t b e ill a x j, mum loa d ·r as 
In the gr·99.t ma.jority of cases, the 
G 0 2 p f'r c en t . For s u c h sma 11 cor r e c-
~hat the procedura described is 
Test pieces.- Iib'lrr~ !::,g n!'lO\"S c.la~rams 0: the O.lO:?,·-
inch ;·:p-ec-i7;i~ns-u;ed. at tre Unive:rsity of Illinois. 
Tests on Specimens of O. 375-Inch Sheet 
Je2Ji1!g_.!f.Q,ghinS....§....!.- Figl.l.re 60 ShO \'!3 a direct-acting 
15,OOO-pound_ capacIty tectlnf: machi.ne 'L1..sed at tbe University 
of Illinois. This lI!achine r-'ns a~ DPP:'oYim""cel:r 600 cpm., 
The load is chan~ed by adjust1ng the throw of the eccentri c 
shown at the bottofu . 
Ficure 61 shows a lever-~ype machine of 50 ,0 00-pound 
capRcity, which is run at approximately 300 cpm. The load 
is cha~ged by adj~stine the eccentric shown at the left in 
the photog-rapil, 
For both m'l.chines, lo ac.s were me'l.sll.Ted by ring dyr.a-
momet3r. Lo a d v~lues we~e chec~~d fr3nuently, a3 experience 
dictated, and the eccentrics re~(i_.iusted whe"1 the ::'oaJ. vp.ried 
a p pre cia b 1 ~l , Reo r d s 0 f the e a 2. " u £ t ill en t s " ere 1: e pta 11<1 
th e se data ta~en into account i~ arriving at reported load 
v'.1.1ucs. 
In each machine, the lo wer corners of tte uppe pulling 
head Bnd t e upper co~ners of the lower pulling head are 
supported l ate:ally by four ~oriz o ntal steel bars. Each bar 
is machined to B thin ribbon at each end so that the ~eads 
are restrained laterally but ara :ree to move vertically, 
Both machines have r oller bearings throughout. 
_._._- •.. _-----------
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Test pieces . - The details of t ypical test pieces are 
sliown in figures 62 and 63 . Th e un s u pported lengths were: 
5 inches for single-bolt an d t wo-bolt spp.cimens (fig . 62 ) 
6 inches f o r t ·hree-bolt sp e cimens (not s h own) 
5i in c hes for six-bolt Rnd nin e-bolt specimens (fig. 63) 
All joints had 3 !8-inch bolts with washers under he~ds and 
nuts, and all nuts were tightened to a wrench torQue of 
110 inch-poul1ds. 
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u:BLE 1. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SHEET MATERIALS 
Sheet (1) (2) Gage Static Ultimate Yield Strength Per Cent 
(Inches) (p.s.1. ) (p.s.i. ) E~ongationO) 
0.102 69,700 49,920 16.0 
0.125 70,450 51,200 17·9 
0.156 70,000 51.000 19·3 
0.187 69,000 50,650 19·1 
0.250 69,800 51,675 16.3 
0.375 67,050 49,450 18.8 
(1) All values avera€es of results on two test pieces. Each piece 1" wide 
at center. 
(2) Yield at 0.2% offset in 2" gage length. 
(3) Elongation over 2" gage length. 
TABLE 2. REPRESENTATIVE TOLERANCES IN BOLT HOLES 
Nominal Bolt Measured Bolt 
Bolt Clearance Clearance 
Fit (Inch) (Inch) 
"Tight" -0.001 to 0.000 -0.0007 ± 0.0003 
uDrl111t +0.002 0.0021 :t 0.0004 
"Loose" +0.010 0.0108 ! 0.0020 
"Sloppy" +0.025 0.0235 ± 0.0026 
Note: A few tests, noted in the text, used larger clearances. (0.050 inch) 
---- ----.-- _. ---- --------
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TJ.1!LE 3. STATIC STRENGTHS OF BOLTED-JOINT TEST PIECES 
Sheet h.1lure Loads. in Pounds 
Ga8e Tn>e of (1) :Bo1t2) Specimen Specimen (Inch) Specimen Fit )To. 1 110. 2 Average 
0.102 A - Single bolt. T 5420 5380 5400 
D 4920 4960 4940 
L 5220 5000 5110 
S 5060 5050 5055 
~ 4740 4860 4800 
! - Two bolts in D 8160 8060 8110 
line of load. L 7020 7400 7210 
S 7520 7610 7565 
Q, 7280 7260 7270 
C - Three bolts in L 7720 7640 7680 
line of load. 
D - Three bolta 1n L 15980 15830 15905 
line transverse to S 156110 15500 15570 
load. 
0.125 A - Sin&le bolt. D 6150 6100 6125 
L 6300 6320 6310 
C - Three bolta in L 9560 9lf.40 9500 
line of load. 
0.156 A - Single bolt. D 7860 7980 7920 
0.187 A - S1ng1e bolt. T 9100 9160 9130 
D 7660 6480 8070 
L 8850 861f,0 8745 
5 8740 8740 8740 
Q, 7820 7980 7900 
:B - Two 001 ta in D 14100 15400 15050 
line of load. S 13820 13600 13710 
Q 13920 13820 13870 
0.187 D - Three bolts in t 26775 25425 26100 
line tranSV9T;9 to Q, 22750 26650 2~700 
. load. 
0.250(4) A - Single bolt. T 10100 10260(3) 10180 
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TABLE 3. (Conti nued) 
Sheet Failure Loads i n Ppunds 
Gage Type of BOl( ) Specimen Specimen (Inch) Speclmen (1) Fit 2 No.1 No.2 Average 
P.250 (4) B - Two bolts ln 19220 19740 19980 
line of load. 
P.375(4) C - Three bolts in 
line of load 28630 27830 28230 
r - Three rows of 86680 86200 86440 
three bolts each 
transverse to load 
(1) See Figure 1 for types of specimen. 
(2) Bolt-fit cl earances: T = 0.0000 to -0. 001 inch 
D = 0.002 i nch 
1 = 0.010 i nch 
S = 0.025 i nch 
~ = 0.050 i nch 
0) Bolt sheared . 
(4) Single-bolt joints of 0.250-inch sheet and of 0.375-inch sheet, and 
both two-bolt joints and t hree-bolt joints of 0·375-inch sheet failed 
in the bol t s . 
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TABLE~. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SING~BOLT SPEClMEVS 
OF 0.102-INCH SHEET. UNIDIREOTIONAL LOADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
Group 1T1U (O.COO" to -0.001" clearance) 
1 5000 3.300 A 
27 4500 3.400 
6 4200 16.500 :s 
32 3600 62.900 
2 3000 30.500 B 
16 2700 68,400 B 
18 2700 45.000 B 
30 2400 127.900 
26 2200 75.800 B 
24 2100 122,000 B 
35 2000 263.500 
23 1750 227.500 1l 
22 1750 76.900 A 
14 1500 315. 400 B 
15 1500 533.500 B 
13 1250 1.374.200 1l 
4 1200 229.100 A 
17 1200 241.600 A 
19 1200 716.700 1l 
25 1050 1,355.700 B 
20 900 "')48.845,000 
21 900 3,354.200 13 
12 850 >11,078,900 
11 800 >11,172,500 
GrouD 1DIU (0.002" clearance) 
1 4800 3,200 A 
15 4000 19,000 :s 
30 4000 43,900 A 
34 3600 63,200 
23 3200 58,500 B 
24 3200 75,000 B 
29 3000 106,400 B 
2 3000 32.000 B 
31 3000 89,600 A 
33 2400 141,900 
27 2400 161,700 B 
3 2000 11,),200 B 
28 1500 429.800 B 
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TABLE 4. (Continued) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Posi tion of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure-
4 1250 567,900 II 
35 1200 1,316,000 13 
25 1150 1,366.000 II 
26 1150 1,354,700 II 
20 1050 1,489,700 II 
5 950 2,568,900 II 
21 920 3,458,000 II 
6 860 )13 , 861,800 
Grou12 lLIU (0. 010" clearance ) 
11 4800 6.400 A 
5 4500 10,600 J. 
1 4000 13,700 J. 
29 3600 60,600 A 
2 2500 79.500 B 
14 2500 103.000 II 
13 2200 185.200 II 
3 1500 375,060 II 
12 1200 790.500 II 
28 1200 980,800 13 
4 1000 793,300 B 
6 850 6,935.600 II 
Grou~ I SlU (0.021) " clearancel 
6 4800 1.400 A 
1 4200 12.800 A 
22 3500 49.600 II 
2 3000 41.600 A 
21 2400 130.600 II 
11 2000 14-(.500 B 
3 1750 160.000 II 
4 1200 560.400 B 
12 1200 961.100 B 
23 1000 2,922.400 II 
5 800 8.779.500 B 
Groun 101U (O.OliO" clearance) 
7 4500 2.800 J. 
6 3800 6 . 300 A 
4 3000 68.900 J. 
3 2100 183.700 II 
13 2000 315.000 A 
2 1500 470.500 A 
12 1200 1,500,000 II 
1 1000 1,399.000 13 
5 850 2.648,000 B 
10 700 3.589. 000 B 
600 >110,382.900 
- J. indi cates fatigue crack through bolt hole . B indicates fat i gue crack 
a t edge of bolt hole. See Figure 8. 
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TABLE 5. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH SHEET 
WITH EOLT5 IN LINE OF LOAD. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. u,ad (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
GrOUE ID2U (0.002" clearance} 
9 6500 2,700 A 
15 6000 37,700 B 
10 5200 37,700 B 
1 3800 92,500 B 
5 2500 386,100 B 
3 1500 1,438,800 B 
14 1300 17,977,300 B 
11 1200 917,300 A 
12 1000 >13,852,900 
4 900 23,060,800 
(hoOU12 lL2U (0.010" c1earancel 
6 6500 10,200 A 
3 6000 22,800 A 
1 4000 105,700 B 
2 2400 499,300 ] 
4 1600 720,700 ] 
5 1600 1,496,900 B 
7 1400 3,436,500 B 
X 51 6000 46,400 
X 50 3100 137,900 B 
X 52 1450 3.126,800 B 
Grou12 lS2U (0.02511 clearance} 
7 7000 6.300 A 
4 6500 23,800 A 
1 5200 41,600 A 
2 3500 112,400 B 
3 2200 335,100 B 
5 1500 1,172,900 ] 
g 1250 '> 21. 812. 700 
6 1100 > 22,198,700 
• A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole; B indicates fatigue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Figure 8. 
X Specimens made to give a tight fit in a loose hole by means of spacing 
between holes . 
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TAJ3LE 6. FATIGUE TEST RESUL'l'S roR THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH 





(R = +0 .25) 
Cycles t o 
Failure 








































3. 374, 000 
> 10, 260, 800 










1, 354 .000 
5. 311 ,000 


















* A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole ; B indicate s f at igue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Flgure i3. 
I . 
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TABLE 7. FATlGU].-TEST !rESULTS FOR THaEE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS TRANSVERSE TO LOAr. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure* 
Group ID3U (0.002" clearance) 
9 9200 28,900 B 
5 8000 44,000 B 
7 6600 85,100 B 
6 5500 162,600 li 
1 3800 638,000 B 
2 2800 2,011,800 B 
10 2650 2,577.600 B 
8 2500 )13,828,800 
3 1800 "/9,525,200 
Group lL3U (0.010" clearance) 
11 9200 37,900 
10 7500 65,600 B, A 
1 6000 95,100 B, A 
6 4800 229,000 B 
2 4000 440,500 B 
5 3500 483,800 B, A 
3 3000 1,108,800 B 
4 2500 2,367,600 :B 
7 2200 )9,319,000 
Grou'O IS"1U (O.021)lf clearance2 
11 9400 24,900 A 
6 8000 74,300 B 
1 6000 126,500 B 
3 
• 
4900 148,000 A 
9 4000 332,600 B 
2 3800 553,500 B 
8 3000 93<?,800 B 
7 2500 1,525,600 :B 
13 2300 3,426,100 A 
12 2100 ')15,726,200 
10 1800 :;>20,174 .600 
* A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole; B indicate s fatigue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Figure 8. 
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TABLE 8. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SI NGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF O.102-INCH 
SHEET. UNIDIREOTIONAL LOADING (UNIVERSITY OF I LLINOIS ) 
(R = +0 . 25)· 
Specimen Actual Corrected- - Cycles to 
No . R - ~. Lord Ma(l' ~)d Fa ilure a Lbs. Lbs. 
'l~.t .DO lt 
14 
l1""lt ~clearance l!.UUU" to - U . UU1' ) 
+0 .19 2640 2800 37, 500 
47 +0 .11 1870 2130 374, 000 
46 +0.23 1870 1910 150, 300 
3 +0. 22 1820 1870 94 , 900 
7 +0 . 27 1330 1300 392,100 
10 +0 .23 1040 1050 892 , 800 
19 +0. 22 970 1000 1,050,200 
Sloppy bo l t f i t (clearance +0 .031") 
37 +0 .19 2120 2240 112 , 800 
41 +0 . 22 2150 2220 31 , 800 
50 +0.21 1670 1730 189.600 
34 +0.19 1620 1720 150.600 
39 +0 .25 1370 1370 201,000 
48 +0 . 22 1240 1300 365,50el 
26 +0 . 25 1210 1210 537.700 
32 +0. 24 980 990 1,280,000 No f r a 
44 +0 · 33 760 700 1,009,900 No f r a 
- Nomi nal r atio i s +0 . 25, Ra is the a ctual test ratio. 
-. Max imum load corrected (see Appendix II) to corre spond t o the nominal 
load ra tio R = +0. 25 . 
TABLE 9. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS roR SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH 
SHEET . UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (UXIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ) 
(R = -0.67)· 
Specimen Actual I Corrected- · Cycles t o 
No. Re.- Ma-~. Load (L bs. ) Max. Load (L bs . ) Failur e 
I 
Tight bolt fit (clear ance 0 . 000" to -o . OOln ) 
135 +0 .64 3060 3220 224,400 
138 +0. 64 2450 2570 811,300 • 
137 +0 .66 2040 2080 1. 371.500 
136 +0 .66 2780 2830 1 , 787 ,700 
* Nominal ratio is - 0 . 67. Re. 1s t he ac tual test ratio. 
*. Maxi mum load corrected (See Appendix II) to cor r espond to the nominal 
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T.A1lLE 10. FATIGUE TEST 'RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPEOIMENS OF 0.102-INOH 
SHEET WI TH BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD. UNIDI:RECTIONAL LOADING. UNIVERSI TY 
OF ILLINOIS 
Specimen Actual Correct ed** Oycles to 
No. Ra.. Max. Load MaO' Load Failure (Lbs. ) Lbs .) 
Tight bolt fit (clearance O.OOO~ to -0.001 11 ) 
20 +0.21 3740 3880 31.900 
21 +0.23 3060 3120 69,900 
24 +0.22 25110 2640 50,600 
28 +0.23 1800 1850 497,700 
46 +0.24 1720 1740 624,100 
31 +0.19 1440 1530 389.500 
54 +0.25 1420 1420 1,340,500 
42 +0.25 1190 1190 1.109,000 No frac-
ture 
Drill fit (clearance +0.002") 
124 +0.23 3480 3540 116,200 
125 +0.25 3280 3280 138,200 
128 +0.25 2480 2480 233,800 
126 +0.20 22uO 2350 315.500 
129 +0.25 1870 1870 662,300 
127 +0.29 1630 1560 1,561,800 
Loose bolt fit (clearance +0. 016") 
133 +0.24 3120 3160 125.900 
130 +0.23 2390 2430 231,000 
131 +0.23 1960 2000 465,400 
132 +0.21 1660 1730 1,532,200 
Sloppy bolt fit (clearance +0.031") 
61 +0.25 3180 3180 22,40c 
36 +0.21 2750 2830 78,1100 
56 +0.26 27UO 2710 61,200 
71 +0.23 1880 1920 106,300 
69 +0.26 1690 1670 760,600 
58 +0.22 1380 1420 550,100 
62 +0.24 1280 1~0 1,078,300 
60 +0.29 1110 1 0 2,016.900 No f r ac-
ture 
• Nominal ratio i~ +0.25, Ra i s the actual test r atio . 
•• Maximum load correoted (see Appendix II ) to correspond to the nominal 
load ratio R = +0.25. 
38 
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TABLE 11. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS :FDR THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH 
SHEET WITH roLTS TRANSVERSE TO LOAD. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING. 
(UNlVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
Ra,* 





(R = +o.25)~ 
Actual Corrected*· 








308 , 000 
557,500 
1,105,100 
• The nominal ratio is +0.25, Ra 1S the actual test ratio 
•• Maximum load corrected (see Appendix II) to correspond to the nominal 
load ratio R = +0.25. 
TABLE 12. lATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.125-INCH 
SHEET. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Posi tion of 
No. load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
Grou:Q 2mU (0.002" clearance) 
8 5400 8,400 A 
9 5000 18,800 B 
11 4500 1,900 A 
1 4500 14,200 A 
3 3000 52,100 A 
13 2200 162,700 B 
5 2000 222,200 B 
12 1500 133,400 B 
6 1200 1.g~1,400 B 
7 1000 7,2l,hOO B 
Group 2LlU (0.010" clearance) 
10 5000 8,100 A 
11 a
OOO 10,900 A 
12 000 42,800 B 
1 3000 117,500 B 
a 2200 180,200 B U~g f4~'fOO B 
l a 
1, 7 , 00 B 
1000 l'~61,g88 B 1~ 168 1 : 83:200 B 
• A Ind1cates fatIgue crack through bolt hole; B indicates fatigue cr ack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Figure 8. 
-------~--------.. ~---- --
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TABLE 13. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.125-INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS' IN LINE OF LOAD. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (MTTELLE) 
(R = +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Posi tion of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
;Jroup 2Ihu (0.010" clearance) 
7 8000 26.700 B 
5 6500 57.500 :B 
2 5000 122.100 :B 
5 3700 309.900 B 
3 2700 638.800 B 
1 2000 587.500 A 
8 2000 1.991.900 A-
II 1700 ~.5g5,700 A 
12 laOO .512.300 B 4 1 00 11.355.800 
• .A. indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole ; B indicates fatigue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Figure 8. 
TABLE 14. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SlNGLZ-BOLT SPECL"fENS OF 0.156-INCB 
SHEET. UNIDIRECTIONAl LOADING (BATTELLE) 
~ecimen Maximum Cycle to Position of 
No. wad (Lbs.) Failure Failure-
!troup 1DIU. (0.002" clearance) 
4 6000 4.800 A. 
14 5400 5.300 A 
3 4000 39.000 A 
15 3100 107.000 A 
2 3000 107.500 :B 
9 2200 268.200 :B 
6 2200 343.900 :B 
1 1800 832,200 B 
16 1600 991.900 B 
5 1500 1, 156.600 B 
7 1150 3.361.600 :B 
13 1150 3.693. 400 B 
8 1050 ')26. 926.100 
Group 3L1U (0.010" clearance) 
8 6200 3.700 A 
5 5500 18.900 A 
2 4000 54.000 :B 
1 3000 157.500 B 
3 2200 349,100 B 
4 1750 7oh.ll.oo :B 
14 1500 1. 30lJ.. 600 
6 1250 1. 607.200 B 
9 1120 >12.537,400 
10 1050 ;>9.846,600 
7 950 )11.104,500 
• .A. indicates fatigue crack t hrough bolt hole ; B indicates fatigue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Figure 8. 
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'UBLE 15. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-1lOLT SPECIMElfS OF O.187-INCH 
SHEET. UlfIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = +0. 25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles t o Posi tion of 
No. load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
Cir_oup 4TIU (0.000" to O. OOl w clearance) 
7 6250 20,300 A 
5 5200 51, 600 A 
1 3800 121,300 :E 
2 2800 238,400 13 
3 1750 1,223,000 .A 
6 1400 3 ,296,100 :B 
g 1300 '> 30, 572,000 
4 1200 ;>28 , 274 ,800 
Group 4DIU (0.002 11 clearance) 
4 6500 800 Bolt sheared 
ti 6000 8,900 A 
1 5000 24,100 A 
2 3000 I~O, 900 A 
3 2000 756 , 900 13 
5 1400 5,173,800 B 
7 1200 21 , 299,200 13 
Group 4LIU (0.010" clearance) 
3 6500 6,200 A 
1 5000 42,800 .A 
8 3500 101,1fOO A 
2 3000 180,700 13 
4 1750 2,282,100 13 
5 1400 2,910,700 13 
10 1300 ) 12 , 273,900 
9 1100 '/ 35, 736, 000 
GrOU12 !!§IU (0.0251f Clearance) 
1 6500 4,800 A 
2 5000 17, 600 A 
8 3700 114,800 13 
3 3000 18g,400 B 
4 1800 913,600 B 
5 1400 1,701,600 l! 
7 1250 ""> 12, 349,000 
6 1100 ') 14 , 229,600 
fnooup 4Q,lU (0. 050" clearance) 
7 56 00 17, 600 A 
6 4700 19.600 .A 
5 3600 91,800 .A 
3 2700 377,300 B 
2 2000 963,300 13 
1 1500 2 ,627,900 B 
4 1250 4 , 480,700 B 
8 1100 ;>19 ,417.800 
• A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole; 13 indicate s fa tigue cra ck 
At edge of hole. See Figure 8 . 
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TABLE 16. FATIGUE· TEST RESULTS FOR ~O-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.IB7-INCH 
SHEET. UNlD lRECT roNAL LOAD ING (BATTEllE) 
(R "" +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to 
No. Load (Lb s • ) Failure 
Group 4D2U '0.002 11 clearance) 
8 7000 17,500 
5 6000 38,100 
7 5000 185,600 
1 3800 334,100 
2 2800 588,600 
3 2200 1,395,000 
4 1750 8,385,000 
Group 4S2U iO.025" clearance) 
7 8400 11,600 
5 8000 10,700 
3 6400 37,400 
1 5000 65,700 
4 3200 435,600 
6 2400 927,700 
2 1750 5,042,500 
Group 4Q.2U (0.050" clearance) 
5 I 6200 16,200 
1 5000 73,400 
2 3600 377,100 
3 2500 828,400 
4 1750 2,563,000 
6 1500 >11,464,000 
7 1200 > 7,709,600 
* A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole. 
B indicates fatigue crack at edge of hole. 
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TABLE 17. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR THREE~BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.187-INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS TRANSVERSE TO LOAD . UNIDIRECTIONAL LOAD-
ING (BATTELLE) 
(R .. -+0.26) 
Speo imen 14axilnum Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Cyoles to Fa i lure 
GrauE 413U !0.010" clearanoel 
4 9000 I 180,300 
8 7600 374,800 
2 6000 889,500 
7 4500 1,681,200 
3 2800 4<),200,500 
GrouE 4g3U (0.050" clearance~ 
3 9000 179,300 
1 6000 763,400 
2 3800 3,800,700 
4 3200 )16,490,800 
• A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole . 
B indicates fatigue orack at edge of ho le . 










TABLE 18. FATIGUE TEST IrBSULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPE CIMENS OF 0 . 250-
INCH SHEET. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (BATTELLE ) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Pos i t i on of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
~roup 5 TlU (0.00" to -0.001" clearance) 
1 6000 23,200 A 
2 4000 196,300 B 
3 3000 522,300 B 
4 2000 1.700,800 A 
5 1400 >28,838,400 
• A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole. B indicat es f atigue 
crack at edge of hole. See Figure 8. 
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TABLE 19. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.250-INCH 
SHEET. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOlIDING (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
(R :0 +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum 
No. Load (Lbs.) Cycles to Fai l ure 
Group Faa (Bolt clearance '" -to .000" ) 
1 2,360 185,200 
2 2,940 69,300 
3 3,380 127,700 
4 3,760 42 ,600 
5 4,340 34~800 
6 4,960 26,100 
7 5,940 19,800 
8 6,360 10,200 
9 6,630 19,500 
10 3,980 44,300 
11 3,590 97,700 
12 2,490 97,600 
13 2,300 518,500 
14 2 J 210 187,500 
15 2,980 169,300 
16 2,970 114,300 
17 3,000 100,000 
H' 2,120 360,700 
19 1,990 46 7,200 
20 1,820 1,420 ,000 
GraUE Fad(Bo1t clearance = -to .025" ) 
1 4,340 43 ,400 
2 4,970 51,700 
3 5,900 13 ,200 
4 6,390 11,900 
5 6,620 13 ,200 
6 3,970 37,600 
7 3,600 50 ,300 
8 2,490 180,500 
9 2,320 1,281,000 
10 3,000 93 ,300 
11 4.750 33,800 
12 5,590 I 21,900 
13 6,720 9,100 
43 
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TABLE 20. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS tOR SINGLE-BOLT SPRCINENS OF 0.375-INCH 
SHEEr. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = -+0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure 
G~ouP AE.a (Bolt clearance = -+0.000") 
1 4,350 51,600 




6 4.210 50.600 
7 3.920 113,400 
8 3,580 75.700 
9 2,790 478,400 
10 7,810 8,000 
11 7 .. 000 14,500 
12 2,970 159.500. 
i~ 7,890 7,600 3,452 99,200 
15 3,810 310,000 
16 a,98O 94,400 
17 .180 70.200 
Grout> Aae (Bolt clearance == -+0.010") 
1 5,100 80.200 
2 6,890 20,400 
a 3.830 7a,400 3,000 5 .700 
5 3,140 117,000 
7 5,170 50,400 
7,300 12,000 
9 2,910 127,500 
10 2,480 439.900 
11 2.680 228,900 
Group Aad (Bolt clearance ~ +O.023"J 
1 7.1t90 12,000 
2 4.790 34 ,600 
~ 4,000 76,300 3,610 71,700 
5 3,110 281,500 
6 2,490 371,800 
g 6,170 19,600 
9 3,230 104,700 
10 5.550 26,200 
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TABLE 21. FATIGUE-TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375-INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS IN LINE OF LO.AD. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING 
(UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
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TABLE 22. FATIGUETEST RESULTS FOR THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375-INCH SHEET 
WITH BOLTS IN lI~E OF LOAD. UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = +0.25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure 
Group Caa {Bolt clearance = +O . OOOI~ 
1 6,800 74 ,700 
2 7,380 56,800 
a 8.220 53,000 5,110 155,100 
5 4.390 296.800 
6 9,980 32,700 
7 11,880 17.600 g 4,010 312,300 
9 3,580 1,107.700 
10 3,800 943,200 
11 13,940 10,700 
Group Cad. (Bo It clearance = +0 .025") 
1 6.010 131,900 
2 8.030 63.700 
a 5,210 178,400 4,190 736,600 
g 4,120 416,600 10,090 28,600 
7 6.990 92.700 
g 12.100 22.700 
9 14,010 10,000 
", 
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TABLE 23. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SIX-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.315-INCH 
SHEET WITH TWO ROOS OF THREE BOLTS EACH. UNIDIRECTIONAL 





(R ... +0.25) 
Cycles to Failure 
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TABLE 24. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR NINE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375-INCH 
SEEET WITH THREE ROWS OF THREE BOLTS EACH. UNIDIREC1'IONAL 
LOADING (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
(R os +0.25) 
Specimen MaxiInum 
No. Load (Lb s. ) Cycles to Failure 
Group Eaa (Bolt clearance '" +0.000") 
1 20 1 000 107,900 
2 16,970 134,100 
3 14,940 274,800 
4 24,970 57,800 
5 30,050 33,300 
6 35,940 19,700 
7 42,010 8,600 
8 13,070 1,048,300 No failure 
9 13,840 313,600 
Group Ead (Bolt clearance = +0.025") 
1 20,030 103,200 
2 35,730 21,700 
3 41 1 650 10,100 
4 13,870 680 1 400 
5 29,860 31,400 
6 14,940 290,900 
7 24,900 64 1 100 
8 16,960 145,100 
I 
..J 
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TABLE 25. FATIGU!· TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-IllCH 
SHEE':r. REVERSED WADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = -0.50) 
Specimen MaxilllWD Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
Group !TlR (0.000" to -0.001" clearance) 
21 3500 25,700 B 
14 2600 24,100 A 
9 2200 74,100 B 
42 2200 54 ,500 A 
20 2200 63,800 A 
g 1900 56,300 A 
41 1800 118,200 B 
5 1600 209,500 :s 
18 1~0 375,000 A 4 1 0 225,700 
40 1300 405,000 B 
7 1150 599,~0 13 
16 1090 1,843. 0 
12 1000 1,866,800 B 
43 1000 811,700 :s 
15 900 2, 344 .700 :s 
17 850 4, 749,000 :s 
GrouE lDlR (0.002" c1earancel 
g 2600 73.900 :s 
6 2000 66,600 A 
4~ 2000 111,300 B 1500 355,200 B 
48 1500 186,900 B 
7 1~0 338,100 B 
11 1 0 294,600 B 
47 1200 461,400 B 
2 1000 599,900 B 
3 800 2,218,500 B 
GrouE l1lR ~0.0101f c1earance~ 
1,609,100 13 I 800 A 
GraUE lS1R (0.022" clearance~ 
404,800 38 1000 B 
39 800 1,418,500 B 
* A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole. 
B indicates fatigue crack at edge of hole. See Figure 8. 
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TABLE 26. FATIGUE· TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPEC IMENS OF 0. 102-INCH 






(R .. -0.50) 
Cycles to Failure 
Posit i on of 
Failure 



















































































1000 3,226, 200 
860 2,757,800 






• A indioates fatigue orack through bolt hole. 
B indicates f~tigue craok at edge of hole. 
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TAllLE 27. FATIGUE-·TEST RESULTS FOR THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-
INCH SHEET WITH BOLTS TIWISnRSE TO LOAD. REVERSED LOADING 
(BATTELLE) 
(R = -0.50) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure-
Gro~ lD)R (0.002" clearance) 
1 4000 221 ,600 B 
6 3200 729,200 B 
2 2800 2,161.300 B 
5 2600 2.155.700 B 
- A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole. B indicates fatigue 
crack at edge of hole. See Figure g 
TABLE 28. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPICIMENS OF 0.102-
INCH SHEET. REVERSED LOADING. (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = -0.50)-
Specimen Actual Corrected--
No. R - 141' Lor Mac' Load a Ibs. Lbs. ) 
Tight bolt fit. (clearance 0.000" to -0.001") 
92 - 0 .48 1590 1570 
99 -0. 51 1610 1620 
93 
- 0·a2 1380 1400 
87 -0. 9 1130 ll20 
89 -0.51 920 ~~ 100 
-0· 50 840 
91 -0· 52 710 720 
1393 -0.49 1610 1600 
1392 
-0· 51 1220 1230 
B90 -0. 56 1020 1050 
B91 -0.50 8g0 ggO 
IDrill fit (clearance 0.002") 
9g -0.49 1520 1510 
94 - 0.47 1680 1660 
95 - 0.47 1170 1150 
96 - 0 . 48 970 960 
97 -0.46 840 820 
~oose bolt fit (clearance 0 .010") 
101 
- 0 · 52 950 960 


















1 961 000 tes 
, • Un' 
ted at 







** .Maximum load corrected (see Appendix II ) to correspond to the nomi~al 
load r atio R = -0. 50. 
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TABLE 29. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD. REVERS~ LOADING. 
(UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
- -
-
Specimen Actual Corrected** Cycles to 
No. Ra,* Max. Load Ma(i ' Load Failure (Lbs.) Lbs. ) 
Tight bolt fit. (clearance 0.000f! to -0.001f!) 
106 
-0.47 1710 16so 256,600 
109 -0·51 1400 1410 383.600 
110 -0.46 1350 1320 610,500 
107 
-0·51 1170 1180 869,000 
108 
-0.55 1030 1060 1, 367,900 
Drill fit. (clearance 0 .002 11 ) 
119 -0.52 1840 1860 154 ,100 
122 -0.48 1630 1610 220,700 
120 
-0.54 1330 1360 402,200 
121 -0.47 1120 1100 840,100 
123 -0.46 930 . 910 1,134 ,000 
Loose bolt fit. (clearance 0.010f!) 
111 
-0·53 1480 1500 148,500 
112 -0.48 1350 1340 306,700 
113 -0·52 1120 1130 893,300 
114 I -0.47 900 890 1,880,700 
I 
• The nominal ratio is -0.50, Ra is the actual load ratio. 
** Maximum load corrected (see Appendix II) to correspond to the nominal 
load ratio R = -0.50. 
.J 
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TABLE 30. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.125-INCH 
SHEET. REVERSED LOADING. 
(BATTELLE) 
(R = -0.50) 
5I>ecimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
Group 2TIR (0.000" to - 0 .001" clearance) 
47 4000 3.800 A 
45 3600 19.700 A 
41 3000 31. Goo :8 
2 2500 95.100 :8 
40 2000 139.200 :8 
42 1400 413.900 B 
~ 1200 gOa' 000 :8 1000 1.5g .300 :8 
46 g50 1,565.900 B 
4g 800 2,630.900 :8 
~roup 2DlR (0.002" clearance) 
3 2600 57.700 A 
1 1500 361.g00 :8 
5 noo 1.On.eOo B 
7 960 1.842.600 B g g60 2,264,000 B 
9 800 4.096,000 B 
10 gOO 2.400.000 :a 
• A indicates fatigue crack thro~h bolt hole; B indicates fatigue 




FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.156-INCH 
SHEET. REVERSED LOADING (:8ATTELLE) 
(R = -0.50) 
Maximum Cycles to Position of 
Load (Lbs,) Failure Failure* 
Grout> ~DIR (0.002" clearance) 
6 2200 231,900 A 
8 1300 2.657.400 B 
* A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole; :8 indicates fatigue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See Figure g. 
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TABLE 32. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR SINGLE-BOLT SFECIMENS OF 0.187-INCH 
SHEET. REVERSED LOADING. (BATTELLE) 
(R = -0.50) 
Speciruen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure* 
GrouP 4TIR (0.000" to -0.001" clearance) 
47 5000 2,600 B 
8 3600 43,400 A 
46 3600 43,600 A 
5 3200 52,600 B 
44 2S00 92, 700 B 
2 2400 148,700 B 
41 2200 285,700 B 
6 1800 589,600 B 
40 1500 777,700 A 
4 1300 4,151,400 B 
3 1100 1,069,400 A 
42 1100 3,040,600 B 
7 1000 8, 823,400 B 
45 1000 2,243,400 B 
43 900 ) 8,511.000 
Group 4DIR (0.002 1t clearance) 
4 1300 1,449.200 B 
6 1300 1,658,600 B 
3 1000 6, 258,600 
5 1000 1,658,600 B 
Group 4LIR (0.010" clearance) 
1 2000 357 ,000 A 
2 1400 992 ,900 B 
5 1000 4,862,200 B 
* A indicates fatigue crack through bolt hole; B indicates fatigue 
crack at edge of hole. See Figure 8. 
- -
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TABLE 33. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPECIMEHS OF 0.187- INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD. llEVERSED LOADI NG. 
(BATTELLE) 
(R = -0. 50) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Fa ilure Failure· 
Group 4D2R (0.002 11 clearance) 
5 4500 25, 900 A 
3 3600 49.300 A 
1 2800 125,600 A 
2 2000 344 ,300 B 
4 1500 1,134,800 B 
6 1250 1, 8sa, 200 B 
Group 4Q2R (0.0'10 11 clearance) 
6 4000 150,700 B 
3 3000 125.600 B 
1 2000 366.100 B 
4 1500 966, 800 B 
5 1200 2, 278. 800 B 
• A indicat es f at igue cr ack t hrough bolt hole ; B indicates fatigue 
crack at edge of hol e. See Figure 8. 
TABLE 34. FATIGUE TEST BESUL'l'S FOR SI NGLE-BOLT SPECIJaNS OF 0.250-
INCH SHEET. REVERSED LOADING. (BATTELLE) 
(R = - 0 . 50 ) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs .) Failure Failure· 
Group 5TlR (0.00011 to -0.001" clearance) 
8 4200 14,500 B 
7 3000 90, 600 :B 
6 2000 477, 400 
9 1300 1 .573,600 A 
10 1000 > 10 ,419 , 700 
Group 5J)lR (0.002" clearance) 
6 4200 18,200 A 
4 3600 41,000 A 
~ 2700 222, 500 A 2000 673, 900 B 
5 1500 1,195,000 ] 
1 1000 ) 10,185,400 
• A indicates f atigu e crack through bol t hole. B indi cates fatigue 
crack at edge of hole. See Figure 8. 
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TABLE 35. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375-INCH SHEET 
WITH BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD. REVERSED LOADING. (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ) 
(R = -0.50) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to 
No . Load (Lbs.) Failure 
Group Bca (Bolt clec.rance = 0.000") 
1 4,910 90,900 
2 7,940 10,200 
a 5,430 51,000 3,980 212,200 
5 3.520 458,100 
6 2.990 245,500 
7 3,230 372,200 
8 6,990 18,200 
10 3,210 527.100 
11 6,010 54,800 
12 6,010 30,900 
TABLE 36. FATIGUE l'EST RESUL1'S FOR TEliEE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375-INCH 
SHEET WITH BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD. REnRSED LOADING (WIV. OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = -0.50) 
Specimen lvIaximum Cycles to 
No . Load (Lbs.) Failure 
~roup Cca (Bolt clearance = 0.000") 
1 5,210 59,300 
2 6,400 41,200 
a 7 ,930 20,100 9,810 6,500 
5 8,900 22,900 
6 9 , 170 11,400 
7 4,000 163,300 
8 4,580 105.900 
9 3.190 897,800 
10 3,400 206,100 
NACA TN No. 1030 
T.AJ3LE 37. FATIGUE- TEST RESULTS FOR SIX-BOLT SPEC IMENS OF 0. 375- INCH SHEET 
WITH TWO ROWS OF THREE BOLTS EACH. REVERSED LOADI NG. (UNIV. OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = -0. 50) 
Specimen Maximum Cycl es to 
No. Load (LlIs. ) Fail ure 
Group Dca (Bolt + clearance = 0.000 
1 12,030 73 ,400 
2 10,010 385,700 
3 10,970 160,600 
4 12,910 73,000 
5 13,930 59 ,100 
6 14,840 49 ,600 
7 17,920 24 ,000 
8 19.960 28. 300 
9 21,690 12 . 100 
10 9, 590 144 ,100 
11 8. 990 287 ,800 
12 8,010 287 ,400 
TABLE 38. FATIGUE. TEST RESULTS FOR NINE-EOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375-INCH SHEET 
WITH THREl ROi'iS OF THREE BOLTS EACH. REVERSED LOADI NG. (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
Specimen 
No. 
(R = - 0 . 50) 
Maximum 
Load (Lbs. ) 
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TABLE 39 . FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR COUNl'ERS1JNK SINGLE-BOLT SPEC!~NS 
OF 0.156-INCH SHEET. (BATTXLLE) 
(R = +0.25 ) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lb s .) Failure Fai1ure* 
GrouE 7DlU (0.00211 clearance) 
Countersunk 1L2 WRY. throu,e;h sheet 
3 3600 37,300 A 
4 2000 267,000 A 
5 1200 2 ,219.500 B 
6 1100 5 ,286,000 B 
Countersunk all the wa~ through tOE sheet 
9 3600 5 ,500 A 
7 2000 17 ,200 A 
11 1200 126,200 A 
12 1000 1 ,062,700 A 
* A indicates f a tigue crack through bolt hole. B indi cates 
fatigue cr ack at edge of bolt hole. Sep Figure ~. 
TABLE 40. RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS ON BOLTED-JOINT SPECH1ENS OF 0 .102-INCH 
SHEET AND WITH HIGH VALUES OF BOLT TORQ,UE. REVERSED LOADING (BATTELLE) 
(R = -0. 50) 
Specimen Bolt Torque Maximum Cycles to 
No . (Inch-Lbs. ) Load (Lbs.) Fa ilure 
50 300 3200 18,400 
48 198 2600 33,300 
42 108 2000 > 8,200 
47 198 2000 84,000 
41 108 1500 160,400 
43 108 1200 311,800 
40 108 1000 800,000 
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TABLE 41. FATIGU! TEST RESULTS FOR SPECIMEllS OF 0.125-INCH SHEET WITH BOLTS 
OF 1/4" AND 15/32" DIAMETERS. UNIDIRECTI ONAL LOADING. (BATTELLE) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure· 
GrouE X2LIU ~0.010" clea rance - lL4" bolts) 
7 4500 4000 A 
5 3500 45,500 A 
4 2600 72 ,700 B 
~ 2000 228,700 B 1500 ~45,ooO B 
8 1100 I, 21,300 B 
GrouJl X2TIU (0.000" to-O.OOl" clearance - 1/4" bolts) 
3 3800 22,300 B 
2 2800 124,600 B 
1 2000 285,400 B 
4 1500 640,000 B 
5 1100 3,270,000 B 
Group Y2T1U (0.000" to - 0 .001" clear ance - 15/32" bolts) 
6 a200 18.500 A 4 000 50,300 B 
1 2800 197.300 B 
2 2000 384,400 A 
3 1500 1 ,569,400 A 
9 1250 2, 50a,300 B 
5 1100 3,33 ,600 B 
• A indidates fatigue crack through bolt hole. B indicates fatigue crack 
at edge of bolt hole. See figure 8. 
TABLE 42. VARIATION OF FATIGUE STRENGTH AND RATIO OF BOLT DIAMETER TO 
SHEET THI CKNESS 
Fatigue Strength (Lbs.) of 
Sheet Bolt Single-bolt Specimen at 
Thickness(t) Diameter(D) R = +0.25 
(Inch) (Inch) D/t 104cycles 10Jcycles 10tlcycles 
0.102 3/8 3. 66 4200 2300 1150 
0.125 7/16 3.50 5550 3300 1600 
0.125 3/8 3.00 4950 2800 1350 
0.187 3/8 2.00 6000 3700 1810 
0.125 1/4 2.00 4200 2700 1220 
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TABLE 43. FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0 .102-INCH SHEET 
WITH BOLTS HAVI NG DI FFERENT FITS. (BP~TELLE ) 
(R = -+D . 25) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to Position of 
No. Load (Lbs.) Failure Failure* 
Group ITL2U (one bolt. 0.000 to 0.001" clearancei 
other bolt I 0.010" clearance) 
2 6000 27.900 A 
1 4000 83 . 500 B 
3 2800 267.400 A 
4 1500 947.000 A 
* A indicates f atigue crack through bolt hole. B indicate s fatigue crack 
at edge of hole. See Figure 8. 
TABLE 44. FATIGUE TEST R1JSULTS FOR THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102-INCH SHEET 
''lITH BOLTS HAVING DIFFERENT PITS. (UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) 
Specimen Actual Corrected 
No. R * MaC· LOrd Max. Load** a Lbs. (Lbs.) 
151 -+D .26 3060 3020 
153 -+D.27 2650 2600 
155 -+D .125 2450 2750 
158 -+D.25 2040 2040 








•• Maximum load corrected (see Appendix II) to co r respond to the nominal 
load ratio E = -+D.25. 
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TABLE 45. UNIDIRECTIONAL FATIGUE TEST RESULTS ON O.102-INCH SHEET MATERIAL 
(R = +0.25 ) 
Spe cimen Maxi IlIUI!l Load Cycles to 
Test No . Lbs .. p.s.i . Failure Remarks 
Unnotched sheet 3 6540 64,000 34.700 
4 5120 50 ,000 98.500 
1 3830 38 ,000 276.000 
2 3050 30,000 992 .100 ) 
6 2772 27.000 > 5 .335 .200 Removed but 
2772 27,000 + 1,704,900 later reloaded 
5 2560 25,000 > 16 .555 ,500 Did not fail 
Sheet notched by 
bolt hole 8 5500 36 ,000 12.900 
1 3475 30 .000 63.400 
4 3410 30,000 53.500 
6 2720 24.000 100,500 
2 2314 20.000 269,800 
3 2316 20.000 266,500 
5 2280 20,000 174-,700 
7 2050 18.000 235.400 
10 1901 16.500 319.300 
9 1724 15.000 6.751.500 
Sheet notched by 3 5240 45 ,000 133.900 Bolts drawn to 
bolt ho Ie with 2 2896 25.000 14,203.800 109-inch pounds 
If tight If fitti ng 
bolt 
I 
5 3999 35.000 25,000 Bolt not 
7 2982 26.000 412.900 tightened 
Sheet notched by 2 3800 33,000 306.500 Bolts drawn to 
bolt hole with 3 2427 21,000 1,121.000 108-inch pounds 
" loose lf fitti ng 
Bo lt 6 2995 26.000 73,500 Bolt not 
tightened 
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TABLE 46. UNIDIRECTIONAL FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR 0.102-INCH SHEET 
(UNIVERS ITY OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = +0.25) * 
Specimen Actual Corrected** Cycles to 
No. R * MaC' Load Max. Load Failure a Lbs. ) (Lbs.) 
01 ~.24 5950 6010 202,000 
02 +0.24 4750 4800 455,300 
03 +0.23 3770 3840 880,600 
05 +0.25 3980 3920 1,282,600 
04 +0.25 3460 3460 3,440,500 
f 
(R = ~.67)* 
Oll ~.63 10,500 11,200 112,800 
09 +0·58 9,700 llt lOO 171,000 
019 ~.6a 8,050 8,600 585 ,400 
018 -+D.6 6,750 7,100 2,031,400 
(R = -0.50) 
08 
-0.55 6, 000 6,160 31,900 
06 -0.45 5,020 4,910 119,200 
012 -0.50 4,050 4,050 200,600 
010 
-0·50 3,060 3,060 339 .600 
07 -0.47 3,040 3 ,000 1,250,300 
* The nominal ratio is +0.25. Ra is the actual test r atio. 
** Maximum load corrected (see Appendix II) to correspond to the 
nominal load ratio R ~ +0.25. 
TABLE 47. UNIDIRECTIONAL FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR 0.102-INCH SHEET. 
SPECIMENS 1.5-INCHES WIDE WITH-3/S-INCR - D. HOLE. (UNIVERSITY 
OF ILLINOIS) 
(R = +0.25)* 
Spe§imen R * Actua l gorrettef Cycles o. a Max. Load al(. oa to Failure (Lbs.) (Lbs.) 
008 +0.25 2920 2920 1 5,300 
001 +0.25 2520 2520 184, 900 
006 +0.25 2110 2110 217 , 200 
007 +0.26 1760 174·0 1,114,600 
* The nominal ratio is +0.25. Ra is the actual test ratio, 
** Maximum load corrected (S ee appendix II) to correspond to the 
nominal load r atio R = +O.~5. 
No 
ractur e 
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TABLE 48. UNIDIRECTI ONAL FATIGUE- TEST RESULTS FOR 0.102- DiCH SHEET. 
SPECIMENS LOADED THROUGH FIN BEARINGS. (BATTELLE) 
Specimen Maximum Cycles to 
No. Load (Lbs . ) Failure 
Specimens loaded through a single 3/3 1f pin 
2bA 3000 10,400 
29B 2500 3a,100 
lDlR30L 2000 5 ,300 
IDlR30U 1500 131,800 
27A 1000 374,500 
30A 800 571,300 
29A 600 > 3,499,500 
Specimens loaded thro~h t wo Jj8".2ins 
3613 3800 24,400 
37B 3000 41,300 
4lA 2800 103.500 
35B 2000 341,600 
35A 1500 1,077 ,600 
37A 1200 2,900,000 




Two bolts i n 
with load 
Sheet Bolt 
Gage Torque Frictional 
(Inch) (Inch-Pounds) Load (Lbs.)* 
0 .102 108 5eo 
0 .102 180 900 
0 .187 108 580 
0.187 198 860 
0 .187 300 1190 
line 
0.102 108 790 
0 .187 108 800 
0 .• 187 198 1460 
0 .187 300 1840 
• The f r i ct ional l oads recorded are tensile 
loads at whi ch bolt slip (in a slightly 
elongat ed bolt hole) was fi rst apparent. 
The va l ues were reproducible, for a given 
specimen or for t wo similar specimens, to 
about ~10 per cent. 
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TABLE 50. ELONGATIONS OF BOLT HOLES IN SINGLE-BOLT TEST PIECES 
(BATTELLE) 
Maximum Cycles Final 
Bolt Specimen Load, to Elongat ion, 
Fit Number Pounds Failure Inch* 
Unidirectional Testing (R := -+D.25) 
"Tight 11 (-0.0005 11 27 4,500 3,400 0.026 
tolerance) 6 4,200 16,500 0.011 
2 3,000 30,500 0.003 
26 2,200 75,800 0.003 
28 2,200 138,200 0.002 
, 2 2,100 122,000 0.000 








t olerance) 5 4,500 10,600 0.034 
I 
1 4,000 13,100 0.016 
2 2,500 79,500 0.003 
Reversed Loadi~ (R = -0.50) 
"Tightl1 (-0.0005 11 




14 2,600 24,100 0.003 
8 1,900 56,300 0.002 
1 3,000 > 3 ,100 '70.037 
5 1,500 94,500 
-
1,200 -
2 1,000 599,900 
• Increase in longitudinal direction of 
diameter of bol t hole - measured after 
failure on bolt hole of uncracked half 




NhCA TN No. 1030 TABLE 51. DEFLECTION OF JOINT DURI NG TESTING 
(BATTELLE) 
Measured Elongat ion of 
Time of Deflection, Bolt Hole Inch 
Measurement Inch(l) Computed( 2 ) loleasu r e6. ~ j 
SEecimen }4. Unidirectional Loading(4) 
1st Cycle Min. Load 0.0070 0.002 
Max. Load 0.0302 
10th Cycle Min. Load 0.C207 0.008 
Max. Load 0.0306 
1000th Cycle Min. Load 0.0226 0 . 009 
Max. Load 0.0293 
62~3OO Cycles (Failure) 0 . 0086 
Specimen 47. Reversed Loading(5) 
1st Cycle Min. Load 0.0038 0.002 
Max. Load 0.0072 
1000th Cycle Min. Load 0.0016 0.001 
Max. Load 0.0057 
After 1.6 x Min. Load 0.0018 0.001 
105 Cycles Max. Load 0.0056 
461,400 Cycles (Fa ilure) 0.0005 
, 
(1) Measured slip of the joint starting fr om a " zeroll 
wlder mild compressive load. 
(2) Comput ed a s one--half deflection minus bolt 
t olerance (0.002 inch). 
(3) Mea sured after f a ilure on uncracked ha l f 
of specimen. 
(4) Specimen 34: Sing1e--bolt tes t piece, "drill" fi t, 
loaded at 3600 pounds max. a t R = +0. 25. 
(5) Specimen 47: Single--bo lt t es t piece , "drill" fit, 
loaded at 1200 pounds max. at R = -0 . 50. 
TABLE 52. SPECIMENS REMOVED DUE TO EXCESSI VE 
VIBRATION OF TESTING MACHINE-
(Single--Bolt Specimens of 0.102-Inch Sheet , at R = - 0:50) 
Maximum Loa d, Number of Cycles at 
Bolt Fit Pounds Whi ch Specimen Was Removed 
"Tight" 3500 3300 
"Drill" 3000 3100 
. 
"Loose" 1000 5000 
* Recorded at Battelle f or one particular tes t ing machine. 
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TABLE 53. EFFECT ON FATIGUE STRENGTHS OF INCREASING THE NUMBER OF 
EOLTS IN THE DIRECT I ON OF LOADING 
Sheet S-:l ecimen Static Maximum Loads** (Lbs./Eo1t) 
Gage Number of Strength for Various Lifetimes at R = +O.2~ 
( Inch) Type" Eolts (I,bs. /Eol t 10Lj. Cycles 10? Cycl es lOb Cycles 
Unidirectional Loading 
0.102 1 5200 4400 2300 1180 
Eat telle {~ 2 .3800 3200 1900 850 Tests 3 2330 2330 1530 600 
Illinois {~ 1 (5200) 2050 1050 Tests 2 (3800) 1275 650 
0.125 A 1 6200 5000 2800 1320 
C 3 3200 3000 1830 830 
0 .187 A 1 8500 6000 3750 1800 
E 2 7200 4100 2530 1250 
~ A 1 7700 4o0c 2400 
E 2 5050 2500 1600 
C 3 4670 2170 1200 
E 6 (2 rows) ~500 2910 1830 
F 9 C3 rows) 670 2220 1470 
Maximum Load (Lbs./Eol t) 
~. Reversed Loadi~ for Various Lifetimes at R = -O .~O 
0 .102 [~ 1 5200 3700 2000 980 Eattelle 2 3800 1500 630 
Tests 
Illinois ~ 1 (5200) 1700 850 Tests 2 (3800) 1000 550 
0.187 A 1 8500 4800 3000 1450 
E 2 7200 1580 750 
Q.Jl5 E 2 4000 2400 1450 
c 3 3070 1500 1070 
.E 6 (2 rows) 4000 1910 1250 
F 9 (2 rows) 3000 1830 1000 
* See Figure 1 f or de t ails of various specimen t~es. 
*.. Values read from so l id li ne curves in load-life diagrams. 
-. -- -- --r --- -----
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TABLE 54. FATIGUE STRENGTHS OF SINGLE-BOLT SPEClMENS AND 
OF SPECD[ENS WITH A ROW OF 3 BOLTS 
Sheet s"ecimen 1 S-oecimen 2 
Test Gage No. Loadc No. Loadc 
Condition (Inch) Typel Bolts (Lbs.) Typel Bolts (Lbs.) 
Static 0.102 A 1 5200 C 3 15,700 
li = +0.25, A 1 2300 c 3 6,500 
105(cycles 
B. = -0.50, A 1 
105 eyelet 
2000 C 3 5.000 
Static 0.187 A 1 8500 c 3 25,400 
B. = ;().25~ 
106 c7c1e~ A 1 1800 C 3 5.600 
R = ;().25. 
105 cycles 
0·375 B 2 5000 E 6 17,500 
Ditto C 3 6500 F 9 20,000 
R = -Ow50, B 2 4800 E 6 11,500 
105 cycles 
Ditto C 3 4600 F 9 16,500 
1. Details of specimen types are given In Figure 1. 
2. Load values for fatigue tests are read from solid-













NACA TN No. 1030 Fig. 1 
I~ i~ 
2 F 
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES. 
FIG. 1- BOLT PATTERNS USED IN FATIGUE TEST SPECIMENS 
(TYPES E AND F USED ONLY FOR 0.375" SHEET) . 
---~- -- - --
NACA TN No. 1030 
c. 32385 
Figure 2. Typical static fai lure of 




a. 36552 b. 
Figure 3. Typical static failures of 
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5'102 103 5'10 3 104 5 '10 4 105 5'105 106 5'106 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 6 - FATIGUE CURVES, UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, SINGLE- BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0,102" 











































R=MIN . LOAD/ MAX . LOAD:tO.25 
X I I 
~, BOLT PATTERN A (SEE FIG I) BOLT * (B) TWO BOLTS IN 
SYMBOL CLEARANCE ~ LINE OF LOAD X 0 .000" TO 
K' -0.001 " X A +0.002" * +0.016" + +0.031" 
+ ~A 
f'(+ * 
X A +'~ 
+ -----
I I I 1 II L __ 1 I I 1 111 ~1----l.-u- I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I 
5-102 10 3 5-10 3 104 5 .104 105 5 ' 105 106 
CYCLES TO FAILURE . 
FIGURE 7 - FATIGUE CURVE 1 UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING 1 TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0 .102" SHEET 




























Figure 8. Typical fatigue faiJures in 
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11 + 0 .002" 
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102 5 '10 2 10 3 
FIGURE II-FATIGUE CURVE, 
(BATTEllE) 
R= MIN. LOAD/MAX . LOAD = + 0 .25 
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CYCLES TO FAILURE. 


























'" ~ A-----~ o x ,,~, ~D~ 
~ ~ -" 
'" 
l-
t---- R = MIN . LOAD/ MAX . LOAD = +0.25 A 
"" ~ ~c I- BOLT SYMBOL CLEARANCE ~ 0 .000" TO f0- X 
-0.001" "'-~~ -, 6 +0.002" ~ ~ +0.010" 0 +0.025" 
~ 0 +0.050" ~ 6"" . 0, r- ~ l~ BOL T PATTERN (SEE FIG . I) r- (A) SINGLE BOLT 
(B) TWO BOLTS IN 
'" ~"-o_, ~ LI NE OF LOAD (0) THREE BOLTS TRANS-
VERSE TO LOAD 
"" r---~ 
1000 L-. I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I 1111 -.l -.l .1 I I II I I I I I II 
10 2 5. 10 2 10 3 5.10 3 i0 4 5 . 104 105 5 .105 10 6 5-10 6 10" 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 


































15 0 0 
SOURCE SYMBOL 
UNIV. OF __ X 
ILLINOIS 0 
''-0 X 
Xo ~ ... o-~ 
' ...... o :--. 




o Xi '" 
x " 
BOLT 
0_ -~ X " 
CLEARANCE 
I " "TO-O 00 0 .000 . 
+ 0.025" 
"TO -0.001" 0.000 
102 5-10 2 10 3 5 - 103 104 5- 104 lOll 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
~ 
5- lOll 106 5' 106 10 1 









































X 0,000" TO 
- 0 .001" 
• +0,010" 0 + 0 , 02~" 
I I I I I II I I I I I II 




t~)-, 0 ! 
e~, 






I I I I I II I I I I I II L I I I II I 2000 
101 e ' IOI 10' eolO' 10" 0 -10" 10!5 0-10!5 10 6 5-10 6 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 14 - FATIGUE CURVE, UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375" SHEET. 


































ex ~ 4,000 
3,000 
0 
BOLT Ell:~ R= M IN. lOAD / MAX. lOAD = + 0.25 SYMBOL CLEARANCE 
0.000" TO ° x 
-0.001" ~x 
-
tJ. + 0 .002" 
ED +0.010" €B o 
-
0 +0.025" tJ.~X El Ell a 
I- X\ 
I-
BOl T PATTERN ~ (SEE FIG . I) (6) TWO BOLTS IN tJ.x-Eil, j 
I-
I-
I I , I I " I 
10 2 5-10 2 103 
FIGURE 15- FATIGUE CURVE I 
OF ILLINOIS) 
LINE OF LOAD x. 0 
, I 
EB, 
tJ.~ X ~fIJ~ 
~ I!. 
x-fIjI!. 0 
I I II , I , I III I , , 1,1 I I , I I '" 
5-103 10 4 5 - lcf 105 5-105 106 5'106 107 
CYCLES TO FAilURE 

















































I LI I I I I I I I 
5 ' 10 2 103 
It I 









I I II I I I I I II 
5'10 3 10 4 5'10 4 10 5 
CYCLES TO FA i lURE 
0 
x 0 ... 
I 
I 
BOl T PATTERN 
(SEE FIG . I) 
(C) THREE BOLTS IN 
LINE OF lOAD 
~, X 0 0 
~ ~ 
I I I I I I I 
5' 105 10 6 
I I I I I I 
5'106 10 1 
FIGURE 16 -FATIGUE CURVE, UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0 .375 " SHEET. 
(UNIV. OF ILLINOIS) 



































, JMIN ciAO! MAX LOAoLo.25 
~OX I 
o~ L BOL T PATTERN 
BOLT (SEE FIG. I) 
SYMBOL CLEAR~_ NCE 0 (E) TWO ROWS OF 
x THREE BOLTS 0.000" TO 0 x EACH x 
-0.001" 
x :~ 0 + 0.025" ~ X 0 ~I'O 
X x X X';,,----
l-
x 
I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I L-I I I I 1 ... 1. I I I II 
5 ' 102 10 3 5-103 10 4 5-10 4 105 5'105 106 5'10 6 10 7 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 














































R=MIN. LOAD/MAX LOAD= +0.25 
x'o I 
~xo BOL T PATTERN BOLT (SEE FIG . I) ~ SYMBOL CLEARANCE (F) THREE ROWS OF 0 .000" TO THREE BOLTS 
ox'" 
x 







I I I I I II I I I I 1 I [ I I [ I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I 
5 "10 2 103 5 .10 3 104 5 -104 10 5 5"/0 5 106 5 .10 6 /0 1 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 18 - FATIGUE CURVE, UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, NINE- BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375" SHEET. 

















NACA TN No. 1030 
Figure 19. Fatigue failures of three-bolt 
joints in O.375-inch sheet. 
Fig. 19 
r-------------~------------~--------------------------~-------------------
NACA TN No. 1030 
• 
e · •• • 
36575 
Figure 20. Character of fatigue failure for jOints 
with three bolts in a transverse row 
























R= MIN . LOAD/MAX. LOAD= - 0.50 
.~ - BOLT SYMBOL CLEARANCE 0.000" TO x 










l- I I I I III I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I III J 1 I I I II 
--
10 2 5-10 2 10 3 5 -10 3 10 4 5-104 105 5-105 10 6 5-106 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 






























- O.OOO"TO - 0 .001" 
'6 
X 8~~ ~. - 6 + 0 .002" 
0 + 0 .010 " 
I--




c::x: g 2000 
~ !---~ 
- BOLT PATTERN (SEE FIG . I) 







I--- (B) TWO BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD 
(D) THREE BOLTS TRANSVERSE TO LOAD .~ R-
o -x- X6 'CA, 
r-
--.. ~ -+-
l- X D: 0-
. __ L __ 1 
.1 I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I 171i 
10 2 5-10 2 10 3 5-103 104 5-10 4 10 5 5-105 106 5-106 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 





































'R= MIN . LOAD/Mix Lodo= -0.50 
BOLT 
SYMBOL CLEARANCE 
f- x 0 .000" TO 
-0.001" , t; 
t; +0.002" x ","X 
q) ~0 . 010" t; ~'" -
-
EB X 0, 
i-
r"-t; 
f- ""-. X"" 
l-
I I I I II I I I I I I /I I I I I /I I I I I I I II I I I I I " 
102 5 102 . 10 3 5-103 104 5.,0 4 105 5.,0 5 106 5.,06 101 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 




































R: MI~ . LOAD / MAX . JAD: -b.50 
- BOLT 
SYMBOL CLEARANCE 
x 0 .000" TO 





EB fl, x 
~ (SEE FIG . I ) 





L~ I I I L 111 I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I I II I 
102. 5 '10 2 103 5 '103 10 4 5- 10 4 10 5 5-10 5 10 6 5 ' 10 6 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 24-FATIGUE CURVE , REVERSED LOADING, TWO-Bo.LT SPECIMENS o.F 0.10.2" SHEET (UNIV. o.F 




















x~-A~bL-I I R: MIN. LOAD/MAX LOAD: - 0.50 
I I I ' "" " ~.~.~~ tJ. x 
0.000 TO 
- 0 .001" 
+ 0 .002" 0.125 " 
II I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I • I <>--'F~ 
I I II I I Li -.Ll II 1 I III I ~II I I I I I II 
5-102 10 3 5-10 3 104 5-104 105 5'10 5 106 5-106 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 25 -FATIGUE CURVES, REVERSED LOADING, SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0 . 125" SHEET AND 















































R= MIN . LOAD/MAX . LOAD=-0.50 ~X fo-
~ I BOLT 
SYMBOL CLEARANCE X~ . f-
X 0.000" TO 
-0.001" 
6 + 0.002" '~ at + 0.010" i f0-
X 
"-
EB" ~ f- ~~, I ~'" I i 66 X 




I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I I I II I I 1 I I II 
102 5' 10 2 10 3 5 '1 0 3 10 4 5'10 4 105 5 '1 05 106 5 '10 6 10 7 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 





































~ SYMBOL CLE ARA NCE ~. A ~ 0. 0 02" A"", R: MIN, lOAD/ MAX. lOAD:- 0.50 
o + 0 .050" "-
~ 6~ 
~ __________ ~ __ ~ ____________ +-__ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~O. __________ ~ __ ~ __________ ~ __ __ 
'6 
I-- BOl T PATTERN ~ 
(SEE FIG . I) 
(8) T WO BOLTS IN 
LINE OF lOAD ~o A,~~-r---+----------~--
- ~, 
~ ~O 
" I I I 1111 I 1 I III I I I 1111 I I I 1111 I I I 1111 
102 5'10 2 103 5 ' 103 10 4 5'10" 10 5 5'10 5 10 6 5 ' 10 6 10 1 
CYCLES TO FAilURE 








































X·ll ........ R= MIN. LOAD/ MAX. LOAD= '-0.50 
"--.......ll 
BOLT ~~ SYMBOL CLEARANCE 0.000" TO x 




I I I I I II I I I I I 1\ I I I I I \I I I I I II I 
\~ 
I 1 I ~ x~ 
101 5'102 103 5'103 10 4 5'10 4 10 5 5'105 10 6 5'106 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 




































I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I T II I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I ~ 
~ R= MIN. LOAD/ MAX. LOAD =1-0 .50 -
SYMBOL BOLT X" -
r- CLEARANCE X~X f- -X O.OOO"TO -0.001" i r-
X, -
'><. 
~X -l BOLT PATTERN (SEE FIG.I) 1 
(B) TWO BOLTS IN LINE OF LOAD I ~ 
1 1 1 I III I I 1 I II I I I 11 11 
X~' 
I I I j LII ___ ~I 1 1 IlL 
102 5' 10 2 10 3 5-10 3 104 5'10 105 5' 105 10' 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 29 - FATIGUE CURVE J REVERSED LOADING / TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375 II SHEET. 
(UNIV. OF ILLINOIS) 










































I I I 
SYMBOL 
X 
I I I 
I II I I I I I III I I I 




0 .000" TQ-O.OO t" 
I II I I I I I " I I I I 
I I II I I I 1 III I I I I I I I! 
! 




(SEE FIG. r) -
(G) THREE. BOLTS -\ IN LINE OF 





I I II I I I I I I I __ 1 1 I I II I 
10 2 5 '10 2 / 0 3 5.10 3 /0 4 5 · /0· / O~ 5 ' /0 ~ 10 6 5./0 6 107 
CYC LES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE YJ . FATIGUE CURVE l REVERSED LOADING > THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0 .375" SHEET. 


















30,000 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
R= MIN . LOAD /MAX. LOAD = -0.50 





~ 20,000 I 
SYMBOL BOLT 
CLEARANCE 
X O.OOO"TO -0.001" '~x -L-t---+----r--I~ 
z X_~I 
~ 15,000 -'\X ~ ~X 
:;:) \ ~ ~ X ~ BOLT PATTERN (SEE FIG . I) X'\ 
~ (E) TWO ROWS OF THREE BOLTS EACH ~ 
10,000 I X X I I ~ 
9000 --+---~------------r---~ 
8000 I I X~~+----+----------4----~ 
1 I I I 1 LLl ~ ~ I I 1\ ~ 
10 2 5'10 2 10 3 5'103 10 4 5' 10 4 105 5'105 10 6 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 31 - FATIGUE CURVE, REVERSED lOADING J S IX- BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.375" SHEET. 
(UNIV. OF IlliNOIS) 
II~ 












































I I I I I II I 
SYMBOL BOLT 
CLEARANCE 
X O.OOO"TO -0.001" 
0 + 0.025" 
I I I I I II I 
I I I I II I 





r1±o 0 BOLT PATTERN (SEE FIG. I) (F) THREE ROWS OF THREE 
BOLTS EACH ~ 
,-X 
" " ........ 
I I I I II I I I II II I I I I I II I I I 
10 2 5'102 10 3 5 ' 10 3 10 4 5 ' ICf IQ5 5-10 5 10 6 
CYCLES TO fAI LURE 
FIGURE 32 - FATIGUE CURVE" REVERSED LOADING, NINE- BOLT SPECIMEN OF 0. 375" SHEET, 
(UNIV. OF ILLINOIS) 
'I. 






















8000 t 7920 STATIC I il l I I' "' I 1" "I I" "1 I"] 
7000 6850 STATIC 2 
6510 STATIC 3 -
6000t I I r ' 4, ", I- I I I I I J 
-
5000
1 "' " 
I--
-
...... R= MIN. LOAD/MAX. LOAD = +0.25 








~ 2 0 00 BOLT 
, 
~ CURVE CLEARANCE 
)( 
~ (I) HEX. HEAD BOLT + 0.002" 
1500 (2) COUNTERSUNK + 0 002" 
HALF THROUGH . 
TOP SHEET 





1111 1111 1111 LiLt 
3 
10 3 5 ·10 10· ~H04 10' CYCLES TO FAILURE 5 ' 10
5 106 ~rl08 107 
FIGURE33 - FATIGUE CURVES, UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING. SINGLE - BOLT SPECIMENS OF 





































'0 R= MIN. LOAD/MAX. LOAD = -0.50 
-, 




L ____ 1 __ .LL 11.11 I I I I I I 
102 5 ' 102 103 5 -103 10 4 5-10 4 10 5 5-10 5 10 6 5' 10 6 10 7 
CYCLE S TO FA IL URE 
FIGURE 34 - EFFECT OF INCREASING BOLT TORQUE ON FATIGUE STRENGTH, SINGLE- BOLT SPECIMENS OF 
0.102" SHEET. (BATTELLE) 
.. 









































'4 BOLTS I 
I I II I II I I II I II L---.l~ I II I I I II I 
" 0 
" ~ X,')(O , 
I I 1111 
5-102 103 5-103 104 5-104 105 5-10 5 10 6 5 ' 106 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 35-FATIGUE CURVES, UNIDIRECTIONAL lOADING, SINGLE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0 . 125" 







































R; MIN . LOAD/MAX. LOAD; + 0 .25 
'" 
~SPECIMENS WITH ALL 
BOLTS TIGHT. 
- , 
I BOLT PATTERN D J ~ 
-
(SEEFIG . I) ~O + 
+~ .......... ~ '-
I- ---
SPECIMENS WITH CENTER 
BOLT TIGHT AND EDGE BOLTS 





I Ll L1LL I I .l._ .-Llil. I I I I III. I I 1 1J II I I I I I I I 
103 5.10 3 10. 5-104 10 5 5 -105 106 5-106 107 5-107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 36 - FATIGUE CURVE I UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, THREE-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102" 

























































"X ""'-~ R=+0.25 0 '~ X 
i'...... ~ x 
......... x_ R= -0.50 
I I I L11 .i--------.L I I II I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I III 
5'10 2 103 5 '103 10" 5'10" 105 5'10 5 106 5'10 6 10 7 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 



































LOAD = + 0,25 





5'10 2 103 5'IC 3 10 4 5'104 10 5 5 '105 106 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
3" 
FIGURE 38 -FATIGUE CURVE FOR 0 ,102" SHEET NOTCHED BY ONE "8 CENTRAL HOLE. 








































t- '- 7700 ~TATIC ~ 2 PINS) 
I I 
~ 4620 STATIC (I PIN) 
R= MIN. LOAD! MAX. LOAD: +0.25 J t-
'O~ I 
t-




X ONE 3" PIN} ~X ~ :.. +0.002" CLEARANCE I ~  ~, o TWO SPINS r 0,-l-
t- ~ 
X"" r I~ r-
.... ~X 
~-I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I i I II I I I L Lli L~ L . I I III 
102 5-102 10 3 5-10 3 10 4 5-104 10 5 5-105 106 5-106 101 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 




































o .02 .04 .06 .08 .\0 
JOINT DEF L ECTION (I NCHES) 
FIGURE 40 - DYNAMIC lOAD-DEFL ECTION CURVE) SINGlE-
BOLT SPECIM EN, IlOOSE" FIT, l OADED AT 
2000 l BS. MAX. AT R= -0.50 . 
NACA TN No. 1030 
lI: 
Z 2 0 If) 
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TIGHT FIT DRILL FIT LOOSE FIT 
36576 
Figure 42. Ruboing surfaces of specimens after 
1,000,000 cycles of partially 


















!)OOO I I 0 ~ I 0 I 
o 0 
40001 I 0 0 o I o-------t---t----~--~~~::------JL--J 
o t- R= MIN. LOAD / MAX. LOAD= + 0.25 
f-
o BATTELLE TEST RESULTS 0+-0 I ~ 3000 t--------i X UNI\l OF ILLINOIS -ox- 0 I -0-i-------t---t-------t-----1 
Z 0 0 0 ~ I 0 0 
~ 
o SAME SYMBOLS FOR ALL BOLT FITS x x'\!) 0 








j I!)OO 1 o-o....P.O---+-------+--~ 
X X I X 
f- fO 0 0 00 
00 0
0 10 ~ 
1000 x x-p- 0_ 
- -r....-oo 
900 0 0..-
- -I 0 0 o-cr--.. 
800 
- J I I 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 I II I I I 1 1 11 1 I J . LUJ~--- L-----.l. I I I I~ 
102 5-102 103 5-103 10" 5-10" 105 5-105 108 5-10 6 10 7 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 43 -COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE TWO SOURCES (UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, SINGLE-

















































0 0 0 
~ 









0 BATTELLE TEST RESULTS SAME SYMBOLS FOR ALL BOLT FITS 






I BOLT PATTERN TYPE BI 
x x x 











X X X 







I 1 1 I I II I I I I I II I I I 1 1 II I 1 I I III IX---I I 
5 -102 103 ' 5-103 104 5-104 10 5 5-105 106 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 44 - COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE TWO SOURCES (UNIDIRECTIONAL LOADING, 
TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102" SHEET) 
.. 
z 
I LL j ~ ~ 































f- 0 R" M11. LOAO/ MAX . LtAO " -t.5O 
0 0 
0 












r- o 0 x 
x 
x 0 
x ° 0-0 °0 x x 
- x 




I I I I I II I I 1 1 LLl I I I I I I 1 I I I II I I I I II 
10 3 5 °10 3 10 4 5 -104 10 5 5-105 10 6 5 0 10 6 10 7 5 -107 108 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 45 - COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE TWO SOURCES_ (REVERSED LOADING, SINGLE - BOLT 













































0 R- tN. JAD~ MAX. LOAD- -o.5l 
0.0 
0 BATTELLE RESULTS ~ 0 
X UNIV. OF ILLINOIS RESULTS 
o 08 
I I I x 
SAME SYjBOLS FOR ALL BOLT FITS 0 
I XX 00 X 0 O x 
BOLT PATTERN TYPE B J 
(FIG URE I ) X X X ~ 
X'Sc0 0 





I I I Jill I I I I I II I I I I III I I I I I II 1 I I I Iii 
5-103 104 5 -104 105 5 -105 106 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
5-106 101 5 -101 10 8 
FIGURE 46 -COMPAR ISON OF RESULTS FROM THE TWO SOURCES (REVERSED LOADING, TWO- BOLT 





















































X 106 CYCLES 
0.1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 
SHEET THICKNESS IN INCHES 
FIGURE 47 - FATIGUE STRENGTH IN UNIDIRECTIONAL 
lOADING VS. SHEET THICKNESS, SINGLE-
BOLT SPECIMENS . 




o 0.1 0 .2 0 .3 0.4 
SHEET THICKNESS IN INCHES 
FIGURE 48- FATIGUE STRENGTH IN UNIDIRECTIONAL LOAD-
ING VS. SHEET THICKNESS, TWO-BOLT SPECIMENS. J 






















x UNIV. CF ILLINCIS 
0 10.
5 CYCLES 
0..1 0..2 0.3 0..4 
SHEET THICKNESS IN INCHES 
FIGURE 49- FATIGUE STRENGTH IN REVERSED LOADING 
(AT R= -0.50) VS. SHEE T THICKNESS, SINGLE-

































~~~ ~ [ 
o 0 . 1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 
SHEET THICKNESS IN INCHES 
FIGURE 50- FATIGUE STRE NGTH IN REVERSED LOADING (R= -0.50) 












































R= MIN. LOAD/ MAX. LOAD: +0.25 
6.01~~--------~--~----------~--~~--------_4----4_----------+_--~ 
5.0 1 V""'= 
4.0l ~ ~ ... r,uvll.~ 
3.01 I~ I 
20 ' " I I " " 
. \03 5-\03 104 5-\04 10 5 5-10 5 106 5-106 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 51- FATIGUE STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTORS FOR VARIOUS STRESS RAISERS 


































































I" 10 2 
































FIG. 54 - FATIGUE TEST SPECIMENS USED AT BATTELLE 
FOR AUXILIARY TESTS. 
NAC! TN No. 1030 
Figure 55. Tension-compression specimens mounted 
in fatigue testing machine. 
Fig. 55 
RAOA TN 10. 1030 
32386 
A. ~: Oiled paper raised from steel plate by the 
thickness of sheet used in test piece. 
O. D: Spacers (cut for particular specimen thickness) 
to separate plates. 
figure 56. Guide plates for single-bolt test pieces 


























I I I 
"0 




\ X WITHOUT GUIDE PLATES J 
-'" o WITH GUIDE PLATES ~O , 
~O l-





I I I I I I I ~ _L I I I II I I I I III I I I I I II I I I I I II 
102 5' 102 103 5-103 10 4 5 -104 10 5 5 -105 lOS 5 -106 107 
CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIGURE 57 - EFFECT OF GUIDE PLATES IN REVERSED LOADING, SINGLE - BOLT SPECIMENS OF 0.102" 












































t+- 1..1..:' 41 








FOR "T"e. "D"FITS 
ONLY, 











SHEET METAL TESTS 



















NACA TN No. 1030 
t 
Figure 60. 15 .000 pound di rect-acting fatigue testing 
machine. (Universit y of Illinois) 
Fig . 60 
<' ..; 
Figure 61. 50,000 pound lever-type fatigue testing 






















NACA TN Ro. 1030 Fig. 68 
I/) 
















- 8 -------~ 
:....---2-4- !! -2i---.... ~ 
2! -, r2! 






3 1.. I I ~ X 1. WASHER ~~I :1-1-....L.~ :_LT?;_~ ~#~I 1t===1~6 ~11: IJ ~I. I ~~ ~ 
",1 CD 
(A) ONE - BOLT JOINT 
8 
3 2.2... 3 
4" ~3 4" 2"4 
-LN ---t=n 
"". I - ", 
~ =il "'1. 
t 
+ 




(B) TWO- BOLT JOINT 
ALL OlMEN51ortS IN INCHEa 
FIG. 62 - FATIGUE TEST SPECIMENS USED AT UNIVERSITY 
OF ILLINOIS FOR 0.375" SHEET. 
Fig. 63 NACA TN No. 1030 
, , 1t f-------------- I-Iz - _____ ---0..., 
----r-- 2." 
f' .p OPEN HOLES --i-~--"""1 
~ I"~ 
t'4-----t----t- .!.." 4> OPEN 
2 HOLES t--+---t- 54 
-+++-+!1 ~ I 
= -IN 
j -..----,-- ,"4>X .L WASHER 
~ 16 ~""<o 
~~--~~~.-~--~~_r~~--rrr,~ 
t -r 
:'",IQ) I "4> x ~' WASHER ~'¢ BO~T &. NUT 
(A) THREE BOLTS IN A ROW. TWO ROWS TRANVERSE TO DIRECTION OF STRESS 
.L";' OPEN 
2 
, I" ~-------------- 1-12 ---------~ 
~~ES 
, ----:; I 
-I----t-----+- - + --+++-++t---t+-t-+t---tt-t-t-t- -+ - ~-IN 
~-t+t-- --4-- --ttt--t--+ I 
~ 
-5": J ~ * ~r-~--~h_--~~~~~~r_~T_--~~=~~~. 
-r--- - , 
I ~<o \"'; ~ l' \IIASH~R _.......L~~t=~:::::::f----r~ 
\6 
(B) THREE BOLTS IN A ROW. THREE ROWS TRANSVERSE TO DIRECTION OF STRESS 
FIG.63 - FATIGUE TEST SPECIMENS USED AT UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
FOR 0.375" SHEET. 
"- r -- r-----
, 
